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Abstract
New control strategies are based on the model of the 
process and it is thus necessary to identify the systems 
to be controlled. It is also often necessary to identify 
them during closed-loop operation in order to maintain 
efficient operation and product quality. Some results of 
multivariable closed-loop identification carried out on a 
simulated 2 X 2  linear time-invariant system, using two new 
versions of instrumental variable methods called IV4D and 
IV4UP as the identification methods, are presented. In each 
case pseudorandom binary signals (PRBS), or dithers, are 
applied to the outputs of the feedback controllers. 
Algorithms IV4D and IV4UP are created in a four step 
environment where iterations are performed to obtain the best 
possible estimated model. For IV4D only the dither is used 
as part of the instrument. For IV4UP only the part of the 
input that comes from the dither is used for the instrument. 
This is obtained with the estimated model and with the 
description of the controllers using the closed-loop transfer 
function between the dither and the input to the process. 
The implementation is made to be run in MatLab and it uses 
several of the functions defined in its System Identification 
Toolbox (Ljung, 1991). Both instrumental variable (IV) 
algorithms perform very well identifying closed-loop 
multivariable systems under the influence of white noise and 
correlated noise disturbances.
The two new instrumental variable methods are compared 
with the prediction error method, PEM, and with IV4, the 
regular instrumental variable open-loop algorithm, both of 
them are obtained from the MatLab System Identification 
Toolbox. IV4 does not perform well in closed-loop operation. 
From the simulated results, the performances of the new IV 
algorithms are the best but, PEM's performance is very close. 
Finally, real plant data are analyzed with IV4D and its 
results are compared with the results of other identification 
methods, PEM and Dynamic Matrix Identification (DMI) (Cutler 
and Yocum, 1991). For this closed-loop real plant data PEM 
is the best that performs followed by IV4D, while DMI does 
not perform well.
xiv
Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
In the process industries, due to a competitive 
environment, maximization of the profit is mandatory. This 
requires optimal utilization of expendable and lasting 
resources, the efficient use of energy and reactants, and the 
flexibility in the process operation conditions to implement 
new production specifications. In other words, optimal 
process design and optimal plant operation are desired. All 
this makes the process complex and an interesting challenge 
to the control system designer.
To achieve optimization a good control system should be 
implemented to minimize variation of process variables due to 
disturbances and/or permit optimal transition from one 
operating point to the other. During the last decade the 
computer has become more reliable, much faster, and 
inexpensive making it an attractive tool for using in 
sophisticated controllers. Advanced control strategies are 
a desirable choice because their performance can be improved 
more than that of ad hoc controllers, (Andersen and Kummel, 
1992). These control strategies are usually model based 
requiring system identification.
System identification, that is, determining the process 
dynamics, is sometimes the most cumbersome task during the 
implementation of a controller due to a number of factors.
First, some processes should be kept in closed-loop in order 
to minimize degradation of the production yield, loss of 
product quality, and avoid unsafe conditions. Second, some 
processes' dynamics change with time which implies that the 
identification task has to be performed on a regular basis as 
a maintenance activity. Third, the flexibility necessary to 
implement different production specifications and efficient 
use of energy makes the process complex, often demanding a 
multivariable control system, or increasing the number of 
variables involved. Also, the nonlinearity of a process will 
demand updating the model when the operating conditions 
change.
The task of identifying the process to develop the 
model, when carried out through open-loop tests, usually 
requires close supervision of the process while it is being 
operated manually for long periods of time. Furthermore, the 
complete identification effort must be duplicated to 
determine if process conditions have varied sufficiently to 
make the original model invalid. A technique capable of 
identifying the process while being under fully automatic 
control, that is, closed-loop testing, would require 
significant less effort than open-loop testing because it 
does not require interruption of the normal operation of the 
process. In this way there is a lesser chance of upsetting 
safety conditions or product quality.
All the arguments above justify the investigation of any 
improvement to the general procedure of system
identification, specially in the development of new 
identification methods to estimate the model of a 
multivariable system operating in closed-loop. Investigating 
new alternatives for identification method this research 
provides more alternatives to the existing resources and they 
may be better for certain conditions. This can save time, 
money, and make the control task a convenient one.
1.2 Scope of this Research
The usual procedure for system identification, whether 
for closed or open-loop systems, and whether for SISO or MIMO 
systems, requires a series of steps which are:
-The experimental design to obtain the data with the 
best possible information about the process, but with 
the smallest possible disturbance applied to it.
-The choice of the model and its structure to represent 
the studied process.
-The choice of the identification method which is used 
to estimate the numerical values of the constants that 
form the model.
-The validation of the obtained model.
These series of steps for system identification are used as 
the core of the procedure to identify closed-loop 
multivariable systems in this investigation. Most of the 
existing possibilities for each step are mentioned in the 
general theory review of Chapter 2. Due to the large variety 
of aspects only some of them are studied.
The aspects of the experiment design that are 
investigated are the effect of the characteristics of the 
pseudorandom binary signal (PRBS), used as extra signals 
added to the output of the feedback controllers, on the 
identification results. The characteristics of these extra 
signals called dithers which we study here are the magnitude, 
and switching intervals. The process model is represented by 
a linear time-invariant parametric model and the structure is 
assumed to be a second-order model. Methods for choosing the 
correct order of the process are mentioned in Chapter 2.
For the identification method two new algorithms, IV4D 
and IV4UP, are developed to identify multivariable closed- 
loop systems, both of which are new versions of the 
instrumental variable {IV) methods. IV methods are developed 
because they are among the simplest, most useful in practical 
applications, and fastest to implement methods due to their 
computational simplicity (Young, 1970, 1976, Young and
Jakeman, 1979, and Sdderstrdm et al.,1987). These new 
methods improve the identification step of the general 
procedure for system identification as shown in Chapter 5. 
Also the prediction error method (PEM), a method that works 
very well for closed-loop identification (Gustavsson et al., 
1977) , is used and its results are compared to the results of 
the new IV methods. PEM is used from MatLab System 
Identification ToolBox, (Ljung, 1991). Other two
identification methods are used briefly for comparison 
purposes, these are IV4, the instrumental variable method for
open-loop application also from Matlab System Identification 
Toolbox, and Dynamic Matrix Identification DMI (Cutler and 
Yocum, 1991). The validation of the process is performed by 
the study of the correlation of the residuals. Other aspects 
about identification are also studied and more details are 
given when introduced.
Therefore the scope of this research is to study the 
identification of multivariable closed-loop systems. 
Emphasis is given to the development of new identification 
methods, for off-line application and for 2 X 2  MIMO systems 
that are broken down into MISO systems. Limiting our 
investigation to second order linear processes. Four 
identification methods, i.e. the two new instrumental 
variable algorithms, IV4D and IV4UP, the prediction error 
method (PEM), and the IV4 for open-loop applications are 
studied in order to give certain guidelines to identify 
multivariable closed-loop systems. Then two additional 
systems with different characteristic are studied using the 
obtained guidelines. In addition the performance of three 
identification methods, i.e. IV4D , PEM, and DMI, are 
compared to identify part of a real plant.
1,3 Structure of Dissertation
With the scope of this research in mind the structure of 
this dissertation is as follows. The general theory review 
and literature search are presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 
3, details of the theory related to the IV methods is 
discussed and the description and implementation of the new
IV algorithms as identification methods are given. Chapter 
4 describes the experimental conditions and tests used during 
the investigation. Chapter 5 contains the identification 
results obtained using IV4D, IV4UP, the IV4 method for open- 
loop, and PEM when they are applied to identify a simulated 
process under different experimental situations. Two other 
processes are studied using the obtained guidelines. Chapter 
6 presents the performance of IV4D during the identification 
of a real plant, and the results are compared to the results 
obtained when PEM and DMI are used as alternative 
identification methods. In Chapter 7 the conclusions and 
recommendations of this investigation are given.
Chapter 2
Relevant Theory and Literature Review
2.1 Introduc tIon
System identification is the experimental approach to 
process modeling (Astrom and Wittenmark, 1990). This field 
has had a huge development during the last few decades. 
Ljung {1991) has mentioned that more than ten thousand papers 
have been written about the subject. It is therefore out of 
question to write a complete review about this matter. An 
overview about this subject will be presented here with 
emphasis given to the areas of major interest for this 
research.
System identification is used in engineering, economics 
and biology among other areas of investigation. The main 
objective of the identification is to obtain a model which 
describes the dynamics of the system under study. Most of 
the time the purpose of the identification is to predict the 
properties of the system or to design a control strategy for 
the same. This discipline, originating in statistics and 
time-series analysis, has now been used for many years in 
control applications (Astrom and Eykhoff, 1971). The main 
goal of this research is to identify the system for control 
design.
A system can be described using basic principles, which 
usually provide a complex model, e.g., a set of non-linear 
ordinary differential equations (Schaper et al., 1994) . This
type of approach is known as mathematical model building and 
it is also called white box. Other methods, which are 
mentioned in Ljung (1987) and in Andersen et al. (1991), are 
the gray box and the black box which are experimental 
approaches. For the gray box approach something is known 
about the process and consequently the identified model comes 
from theoretical and empirical information. The black box 
approach uses only empirical data, that is, the applied input 
and the output signals. We use these last two approaches in 
our research, they are especially useful when the system is 
difficult to model from basic principles and when we lack 
knowledge of some particular parameters.
The identification problem involves the experimental 
design or choice of the input signals and some other 
parameters, the class of model to represent the system, the 
estimation procedure of the model parameters, and the 
validation of the model. Some of these steps (experimental 
design and the choice of the model) may be changed and the 
estimation and validation steps repeated in order to improve 
the identified model. From Mehra (1974) and Larimore et al.
(1983), Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of the basic steps 
performed during system identification.
With the perspective of performing an effective 
multivariable closed-loop identification in mind this 
literature review will be broken into the following sections:
Brief review of basic concepts.
Experiment design.
Yes
Final
Model
Parameter
Estimation
Validation
A Priori 
Knowledge
Experimental
Design
Model Structure 
Determination
Figure 2.1 Basic Steps of System Identification.
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Model structures.
Model estimation.
Model validation.
Review of previous studies on identification of 
multivariable systems operating in closed-loop.
2.2 Brief Review of Basics Concepts
A process consists of inputs u(t), such as reactant and 
fuel flow, and outputs y(t), such as temperature, pressure, 
and composition. The outputs can be controlled to keep their 
values at a given set point. The inputs and outputs are 
related by the dynamics of the process, often called transfer 
functions, defined in more detail later. Some inputs are 
manipulated to implement the control law. The other inputs 
are disturbances, some of which are not measured. When there 
is only one input and one output the system is referred to as 
a SISO system, if there are multiple inputs and a single 
output it is called a MISO system, and when there are 
multiple inputs and outputs then it is called a MIMO system.
2.2.1 Interacting System
In the MIMO system, the inputs can affect more than one 
output and one output can be affected by various inputs. 
This is known as an interacting system. To know which input 
variable affects the most a given output variable, Bristol 
(1966) performed an interaction test called relative gain 
array. Other tests have been used to determine the 
appropriate pairing to implement the control law such as 
Niederlinski index and block relative gain (Chang and Yu,
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1991). A decoupler is sometimes used to reduce or eliminate 
the interaction between inputs and outputs. A description of 
different types of decouplers and how to tune them can be 
found in Thomas (1988) , the design is given in Corripio 
(1990).
Usually, when a multivariable system is being identified 
the approach is to obtain the transfer functions of all the 
inputs to each output, one at a time. In other words, the 
MIMO system is decomposed into several MISO systems, (Gentil 
et al., 1990). For simplicity, linear time-invariant 
transfer functions are assumed. This is the approach used in 
this investigation,
2.2.2 Control Strategies
There are different types of controllers or strategies 
which are mentioned here, with more details found in the 
given references. Smith and Corripio (1985), Stephanopoulos
(1984), and Seborg et al. (1989) give an excellent
presentation of traditional controllers such as feedback, 
feedforward, and other control structures. New control 
strategies have been developed because of the availability of 
the digital computer and even the traditional analog 
controller has been discretized in many cases. Among the new 
control strategies developed in the last one and a half 
decades are Model Algorithm Control (Richalet et al., 1978, 
Martin et al., 1984), with its origins going back to the 
sixties, Dynamic Matrix Control (Cutler and Ramaker, 1980), 
Internal Model Control (Garcia and Morari, 1982, 1985a,
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1985b, Morari and Zafiriou, 1989), and Model Predictive 
Control (Garcia et al. , 1989).
2.2.3 Identiflability of Closed-Loop Systems
One aspect that should be addressed for this research 
is: Under what conditions is the system operating in closed-
loop identifiable?, that is, can the open-loop 
characteristics of the system be obtained while operating in 
closed-loop? Gustavsson et al. (1977) present a survey about 
this subject and other sources are Gustavsson et al. (1974),
Ljung et al. (1974), Gevers (1978), and Soderstrom et al.
(1975, 1976). They mention that identification is possible 
in a variety of feedback situations, e.g., when extra input 
signals are applied, when the set point to the regulator is 
varied, when there is noise in the regulator, and when the 
regulator is time-varying or non-linear. During our research 
we use extra input signals. They also point out that the 
prediction error method is a good estimation method in direct 
identification, i.e., when the input-output data are treated 
as if they are obtained from an open-loop experiment.
2.3 Experimental Design
The experimental design is very important for a 
successful identification. The following questions will give 
some insight into what kind of knowledge is needed to design 
an experiment: For how long does the experiment have to run?
Which should be the sampling time (T) ? How many test signals 
should be used? What is the optimal magnitude of the test 
input signal? What is the switching interval of a
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pseudorandom binary signal if it is used as the test input 
signal? If the data are to be prefiltered, which is the best 
filter? Clear answers to all the previous questions will 
dictate the means by which a successful experiment can be 
designed.
2.3.1 Run Time or Data Size
The experiment duration (run time) and the chosen 
sampling time will affect the number of data points, N, 
available for parameter estimation. First, the duration of 
the experiments depends on priori knowledge of the dynamics 
of the system. A slow process should be under the effect of 
the test input signal for a long time giving opportunity for 
the process to respond to it. For the Blast Furnace studied 
by Unbehauen and Diekmann (1983), the experiments were more 
than 6 days long and their sampling time was 30 min.
Second, the duration of the test should provide enough 
points to be analyzed by the estimation method. In most of 
the research articles reviewed by us, the authors use more 
than 200 points for their identification, Phadke and Wu 
(1974), Unbehauen and Diekmann (1983), and Yin (1993). 
Unbehauen and Bauer (1978) test several estimation methods 
for on- and off-line identification of industrial processes. 
They use as few as 62 points to identify a noise-free system. 
Nevertheless, they do not use less than 650 points for the 
noisy system in order to obtain identification results 
similar to the ones of the noise-free system. For the noisy 
system, their signal-to-noise ratio, which is explained in
section 2.3.3, is 2. Notice that the number of points is ten 
times larger for the noisy system than for the noise-free 
system. This result was obtained using the maximum 
likelihood estimation method, which gave the best off-line 
estimates. The results obtained using other estimation 
methods deteriorated as the noise increased. This suggests 
that during an identification experiment the number of points 
is process dependent and it should be larger than 100 times 
the time constant of the process to ensure a good estimation 
when noise is present. In a SISO system study, Astrom (1980) 
used 2000 points for a closed-loop identification in order to 
have reasonable accuracy in the estimate.
Another aspect that is affected by the number of points 
is the variance of the estimated parameters. This variance 
increases as the number of points decreases, (Ljung, 1987, 
Rivera et al., 1990). During this investigation the number 
of samples is kept at 1000 unless otherwise stated. 
Considering that the studied systems have noise, we are above 
the number of points used by Unbehauen and Bauer (1978) but 
half those of Astrom (1980).
2.3.2 Sampling Time
Due to the discrete nature of the digital computer, the 
choice of a sampling interval or sampling time (T) is crucial 
for a successful identification. We should keep in mind 
Shannon's Theorem, in order to be able to reconstruct a 
signal after sampling it, avoiding aliasing problems. This 
theorem states that the sampling frequency should be greater
than twice the cut off frequency, which for a chemical 
process can be considered as ten times the inverse of the 
dominant time constant of the process (Edgar, 1982). 
Therefore the sampling time should be strictly less than one 
third the dominant time constant. The most common rule of 
thumb is to use a T of approximately one tenth the dominant 
time constant thus satisfying Shannon's Theorem. Other 
researchers, Yin (1993) and Bittanti et al. (1982), have used 
the sampling time in the range of one fifth to one fifteenth 
the dominant time constant, also satisfying Shannon's 
Theorem. Another way to avoid aliasing is to use a 
presampling filter (Ljung, 1987, Rivera et al., 1990, and
Edgar, 1982) . This presampling filter has to be chosen very 
carefully in order to avoid elimination of true process 
dynamic data.
According to Ljung (1987), a good choice of sampling 
interval could be a trade-off between dynamic information and 
noise reduction. Too short a sampling time would not allow 
for much noise reduction and the data might be less 
informative for that reason. A large sampling time, when 
compared to the time constants of the studied system would 
then yield data with little information about the dynamics 
and aliasing. Therefore, the above rules of thumb are 
appropriate, one tenth or between one fifth and one fifteenth 
of the dominant time constant of the process. During this 
investigation several values of the sampling time are 
investigated and the optimal one is used.
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2.3.3 Magnitude of Test Signal
The test input signal has to be chosen carefully. It 
should excite the system sufficiently enough to allow 
gathering information about its dynamics. The signal u(t) is 
persistently exciting (pe) of order n if:
(i) the following limit exists:
N- T
ru(T) =lim—  y U (t+T} u (t) (2.1)
w- Nfri
and
(ii) the matrix
ru(0) ru(l) ... ru{n-l)
'-‘r1' r“(0) r"(n'2) (2.2)
r u (1-n) ... ru(0)
is positive definite (Soderstrom and Stoica, 1989). The 
pseudorandom binary signal (PBRS) is pe of order equal to but 
not greater than its period. When the least squares method 
is used as the identification method the test signal can be 
pe with order equal to the process. During this investigation 
PBRS are used as test signals with a sufficient high order.
The test signal, however, should not upset the 
production specifications beyond certain limits when the 
system is operating in closed-loop or cause a change in the 
operating point. Otherwise, for a non-linear process, this 
could mean to come out of the linearization range. The basic 
assumption is that the response of the linear approximation
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represents the response of the process in the region near the 
operating point around which the linearization has been 
performed. How large should the test input signal be is 
first reviewed under the consideration of how the noise 
affects the identification.
During this investigation we adopt the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) as the ratio of the standard deviation of the 
test input signal to the standard deviation of the noise or 
disturbance. Similar definitions are used by Astrom and 
Eykhoff (1971) and Unbehauen and Bauer (1978) . If their 
input signal's magnitude and the effective value of the 
signal are equal to the standard deviation of our test input 
signal, then we can say that Astrom and Eykhoff (1971) study 
SNR as low as 0.2 and Unbehauen and Bauer (1978) as low as 1.
In this research the size or standard deviation of the 
test input signal (also called dither) means the strength of 
the dither. The strength of the test signal used during this 
investigation can be considered to be the SNR (also referred 
to as Dither-to-Noise Ratio DNR) when noise is present, 
because the standard deviation of the noise or disturbances 
are kept equal to one. Gauthier and Landau (1978) define 
their output (y) signal-to-noise ratio as the ratio of the 
standard deviation of the output to the standard deviation of 
the noise. Here we assume a different definition and refer 
the Gauthier and Landau as YSNR.
If the system does not have measurement noise nor does 
it have a disturbance, the input signal can be as small as it
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can possibly be measured. Nevertheless the real plant will 
always have some noise in its measurements. Gauthier and 
Landau (1978) recommend for their simulated multivariable 
system that, when there is noise in the system, the y signal- 
to-noise ratio (YSNR) should be larger than 5. They find 
error in their estimated model order when the signal-to-noise 
ratio is approximately three. Using their YSNR definition we 
go down to 2.5 and obtain good identification results as is 
presented in Chapter 5.
2.4 Model Structures
Models can be parametric, which have a finite number of 
parameters, or they can be non-parametric. Some parametric 
models are the Box-Jenkins, the ARX, the ARMAX, the ARIMA, 
and the state space model, some of which are defined later 
(Box and Jenkins, 1976, Gustavsson et al., 1977, Ljung, 
1991) . Their representation in the time domain can be in 
either a continuous or a discrete fashion. On the other 
hand, within the non-parametric class we have the impulse 
response model (also called weighting function), the 
frequency function, and the spectrum. Non-parametric models 
can usually be obtained easily from the parametric ones, but 
the reverse is hard to do.
2.4.1 Parametric Models
The parametric models can be divided into two main 
categories: the input/output model and the state space model, 
(Astrom and Wittenmark, 1990). The state space model is 
considered an internal model because it gives the complete
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structure of the system, including signals that do not 
directly affect the observed outputs. It can be developed 
from theoretical background when the complexity of the system 
allows it. The input-output model is called an external 
model and is well known as the transfer function of the 
process. The transfer function can be translated into the 
state space representation, which can be realized in any of 
many canonical forms (Kailath, 1980). In this research we 
are going to deal with the input-output model, which can 
easily be obtained with the available data, i.e., input and 
output values. In what follows a more detailed description 
of the parametric models and their characteristics is given.
Many classes of parametric models can be obtained as 
special cases of the general structure described by equations 
(2.1) through (2.4) (Ljung, 1991). These equations are the 
discrete representation of the linear time-invariant models. 
Let us mention some parametric models.
(2.3)
A  (q) =1 +a1g'1 + . . . +anag'na (2.4)
(2.5)
(2 .6)
where
q shift operator, e.g. q'1 u(t)=u(t-l)
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y{t> 
u (t)
t time, t=l, 2, . .., N samples 
output signal 
input signal
A(q), B(q), F(q) polynomials in the shift operator
C(q) , D(q) polynomials similar to A(q)
na, nb, nc, nd, nf order of the polynomials
subscript i number of the input it represents 
total number of inputs 
delay time (samples)
coefficients of the polynomials, numbers 
which are going to be estimated
nu
nk
a, b, c, d, f
The Box and Jenkins model is obtained when na is equal 
to zero (na=0) . The polynomials B(q) and F(q) give a 
rational transfer function between each input and the output 
under study. There are as many polynomials B(q) and F(q) as 
there are inputs. The noise model is obtained from C(q) and 
D(q) . One example of a typical transfer function is obtained 
when nb and nf are one which results in a first-order system 
with constant gain. The value of nk allows for the 
introduction of delay (dead time) to the model.
The ARX, AutoRegressive eXogeneous, model is obtained by 
allowing nc, nd, and nf to be zero. This gives a linear 
model in the parameters with a common denominator for all the 
inputs. The ARMAX, AutoRegressive Moving Average eXogeneous 
model is obtained by allowing only nd and nf to be zero. The 
ARIMA, AutoRegressive Integral Moving Average, model is 
obtained by allowing nd and nf to be zero and dividing the
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polynomial C(q) by (l-q)p. The symbol p is an order 
necessary-to make the process stationary, i.e. the process is 
in some form of statistical equilibrium and can be described 
by its lower moments (mean, variance, and the covariance 
function) {Box and Jenkins, 1976). The OE, Output Error, 
model is obtained by allowing na, nc, and nd to be zero. 
Other model descriptions are found in Ljung (1987).
The models are also represented in continuous time. The 
following equation is a continuous time second order transfer 
function
G - *ijexp(-fc0s) 
ij (TjS + 1) (t2s+l)
The symbol r is used for time constant and the dead time is 
represented by t0. The transfer function is represented by 
Gijf kiS is the gain between output i and input j, and s is 
the complex variable of the Laplace transform. Using well 
known techniques, Peebles et al. (1994), the continuous time 
parameters can be converted to discrete time parameters. For 
example, the discrete transfer function for Gi:j is
(big-*+b2g -2)g-"* (2>8)
1 +a1qr-1+a2<r2
The dead time is nk, expressed as q'1*. The order for the 
polynomial A is two, i.e. na=2, and for the polynomial B it 
is also two, i.e. nb=2.
Some computer software packages such as the MatLab 
System Identification Toolbox (Ljung 1991) allow for the
choice of the model from among many available models. They 
can even be continuous- or discrete-time model. The order of 
the model (its structure) is set by giving the orders of the 
polynomials A, B, F, etc. (na, nb, nf, respectively) and the 
delay time nk. When identifying a system, it is not just the 
model (such as Box-Jenkins, ARX, or any other model) that has 
to be chosen among many as we have seen, but also the model 
order has to be determined or guessed. Usually, a rough idea 
of the model is known or the process is order tested (Vogel 
and Edgar, 1988) . When the structure is not known, the 
estimation process is repeated using different model orders 
until a good fit between the model chosen and the data is 
obtained (Hogenson and Clough, 1987).
There are some criteria used to choose the best order 
model or structure and these are described in Soderstrom 
(1977), Unbehauen and Gohring (1974), and Van den Boom and 
Van den Enden (1974). Among these criteria are the decrease 
of the loss function, whiteness of residuals, the statistical 
independency of the loss function, and others. More details 
are presented in section 2.5.4.
2.4.2 Non-Parametric Models
Non-parametric models are described by their weighting 
or frequency response functions. When no analytic expression 
for these functions is known, they are represented by a plot 
or a number of sample values. Probably the best known member 
of this set of models is the frequency response model 
represented by a Bode plot (Rake, 1980) . Others are the plot
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of correlation function and the Spectrum. The advantage of 
this type of model is that it can give a good idea of the 
system behavior, which can be used for further analysis. 
However, often the intended use of the model as well as 
perhaps the accuracy requirements motivate the use of 
parametric models.
2.5 Model Estimation
The model or parameter estimation, also called the 
estimation method, the identification method, or the 
estimation procedure, includes the formulation of the problem 
and the technique to solve it. The formulation of the 
problem is a criterion or loss function (VN) that can be used 
to tell us about the equivalence between the output of the 
model and the output of the process. Several techniques, 
usually related to the field of optimization and numerical 
analysis, are used to solve the problem depending on how it 
is formulated (Astrom and Eykhoff, 1971, Ljung, 1987, Astrom 
and Wittenmark, 1990).
2.5.1 Formulation of the Criterion
The criterion VH can most of the time be seen as based 
on the prediction error, £, which is the difference between 
the process output, y, and the estimated or model output 
i.e. £ = y - The estimated output is a function of the
data vector <f>(t) and the unknown parameter vector 8. The 
criterion, also known as loss function, is usually composed 
of a scalar-valued function or a norm of the prediction 
error, g(£), such as the following equation
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Vw(0,<f>) = ± Y ,  & (e (t'0) ) (2*9)
* *  t = i
where N is the number of data points. Sometimes, in order to 
take care of less reliable measurements, the norm g is a 
variable function, or a weighting function is used. The 
criterion is minimized to obtain the smallest possible 
differences between the model and the process output 
(Junkins, 1978, Astrom, 1980).
2.5.2 Nomenclature of Model Estimators
The parameter estimation method will depend on the 
chosen norm and model. For example, a parameter estimation 
method with a quadratic norm is known as least square (LS) or 
prediction error method (PEM) , one of the best known and most 
used methods. On the other hand, if the criterion is chosen 
as the negative of the logarithm of the likelihood function 
(defined in section 2.5.3) , then the method is called maximum 
likelihood method, ML.
There is not a standard way in the literature to refer 
to the estimation methods and the models. The names are 
sometimes interchanged between estimation methods and models. 
For example output error, OE, is referred to as a model in 
Rivera et al. (1990) and as an estimation method in Gentil et 
al. (1990). Nevertheless some estimation method names are
given based on the model used. Also, the same method can be 
called in different ways by different authors. Here we adopt 
Ljung's (1987) nomenclature which is similar to Astrom's
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{1980) . The quadratic norm on the prediction error is called 
PEM (referred to as least squares in most papers) and the LS 
name is kept as a special case of PEM when a linear model 
such as ARX is used.
2.5.3 PEM, ML, IV, and Other Estimation Methods
Some of the estimation methods that are found and used 
the most are the prediction error method PEM (least squares) 
and the maximum likelihood ML method. As it was mentioned 
previously, for the PEM method a quadratic norm is used, the 
criterion is shown in the following equation
For the maximum likelihood (ML) method, as mentioned in the 
previous section, the criterion is the negative of the 
logarithm of the likelihood function. This function is the 
probability density function or the conditional probability 
density function, L(y,8), of the observations. The following 
is the ML criterion for observations with Gaussian 
distribution.
PEM is considered as a special case of the ML estimation 
method when the observations have a Gaussian distribution and 
a known covariance, a. Comparing the two previous equations 
notice that ML will behave in the same way as the prediction 
error, only its magnitude is different. It is as if the
NPEM'
(2 .10)
Z ' e j+JVlno + -^ln2
i 2
(2 .11)
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prediction error function has been multiplied by N, divided 
by two times sigma squared (a2 ) , and some constant terms 
added to it, which will not affect the optimization results.
The Instrumental variable methods, IV, use the least 
squares algorithm to estimate the parameters after applying 
a filter to the analyzed data in order to eliminate the 
correlation between input and output that causes a bias model 
from the LS algorithm. There are various types of IV 
depending on what kind of treatment is applied to the data, 
(Soderstrom and Stoica, 1981). The new vector of filtered 
data is called instruments and have an output part and an 
input part, this last part is usually the original inputs 
that are not correlated to the output for the open-loop 
systems. More details are given in Chapter 3.
Partial least squares (PLS) and canonical variate 
analysis <CVA) are identification methods used with the state 
space representation of the system. The canonical variate 
analysis is an approach related to the partial least squares, 
PLS (Schaper et al. , 1994). Both are equivalent to a
generalized singular value decomposition on the covariance 
matrix. More about PLS can be found in Geladi and Howalski
(1986) and Kaspar and Ray (1993).
2.5.4 Model Order Choice
During this investigation the order of the process is 
known or it is assumed that most processes can be modelled by 
first- and second-order models and dead time, (Box and 
Jenkins, 1976). However, several criteria by which the
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correct order of the model can be obtained are reviewed after 
the definition of loss function was introduced in the above 
sections.
The condition number (CN) of the average information 
matrix is a model validity criterion. The condition number 
is the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular value of 
a matrix, more details given in section 4.2.1. The average 
information matrix is simply a scaled version of the matrix 
of second derivatives (32 /dd2 ) of the loss function with
respect to the model parameters, V65 (Goodwin, 1982) . A very 
large CN indicates a model order too high, making the average 
information matrix almost singular, Soderstrom and Stoica 
(1981).
Other model validity criterion developed by Akaike for 
PEM, is known as the final prediction error (FPE) , and is 
given by
1 + ft
F P E =  i L l V - l e 2(t,0) (2.12)
d m 2
N
where dm is the dimension of the parameter vector 6 and dm is 
smaller than the number of points N. For the FPE derivation, 
it is assumed that the matrix of second derivatives of the 
loss function Vfl8 is not singular. It can be seen that 
several ways of checking the order of the model are based on 
a similar principle, i.e. that V69 is an invertible matrix.
Akaike (1974) developed the Akaike information criterion 
(AIC) for ML which is closely related to FPE, (Ljung, 1987,
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Soderstrom, 1977). Another way to find the correct order of 
a model is to observe the behavior of the loss function. 
This will decrease as the model gets better and there is a 
high decreasing rate when the correct model is chosen (Astrom 
and Eykhoff, 1971) . Additional references were given in 
subsection 2.4.1.
2.5.5 On-line Identification
For the sake of completeness we will address some 
aspects about the model estimation performed on-line in 
relation to the off-line estimation. The off-line estimation 
is used to find the process model or to upgrade a control law 
as a maintenance program for a process that does not change 
frequently. The identification performed during this 
investigation are off-line identification as was mentioned in 
Chapter l. An on-line estimation model is used to upgrade an 
adaptive control for processes that are changing 
cont inuously.
The on-line identification requires a recursive 
algorithm, i.e. the calculations are performed each time a 
new measurement is taken. There is a trade-off between 
tracking ability and noise rejection in the on-line 
identification, implemented by variable forgetting factors or 
weighting functions, that will depend on the algorithm used. 
The recursive algorithm can be evaluated from different 
perspectives such as the stability properties of the 
algorithm, the transient response, or the steady-state 
performance (Ljung and Gunnarsson, 1990, Ljung and
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Soderstrom, 1983). The recursive identification is usually 
performed using a model with fixed order, thus prior 
knowledge is necessary.
2.5.6 Estimation Methods for Non-Parametrie Model
Frequency domain methods are used to find a non- 
parametric model of a system. Techniques such as correlation 
analysis (CRA), spectral analysis, and frequency analysis are 
considered frequency domain methods. The frequency
responses, calculated by one of the above methods, often 
provide a good insight into the properties of the data and 
the system. They also give valuable information for making 
decisions on the type and complexity of the models to be used 
for further time domain (parametric models) analyses. 
Frequency domain methods are therefore often a good initial 
step in the data analysis and model building procedure (Ljung 
and Glover, 1981),
Correlation analysis (Box and Jenkins, 1976) , is usually 
used first to obtain the impulse response of the system. 
Then, the step response of the system helps to identify the 
dead time and have an idea of the system order (Ljung, 1991) . 
It is important to mention that modification of this method 
may be necessary to handle systems with feedback (Box and 
MacGregor, 1974). The spectrum obtained from spectral 
analysis is the Fourier transform of the covariance function 
(Jenkins and Watts, 1968). The frequency analysis consists 
of the application of a periodic input signal of different 
frequency to the process and the study of the process
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response. This frequency analysis is a powerful tool in 
classical control (Smith and Corripio, 1985). It enables a 
fast and reliable system identification for systems with very 
fast dynamics such as those found in the aerospace industry. 
The dynamics of chemical processes, however, are slow, 
sometimes as long as several hours, making this type of 
analysis a tedious one due to the very long time constants of 
the processes.
The next method is not a frequency method but, due to 
the large number of parameters used to describe the model, it 
is included in this section. Dynamic Matrix Identification 
(DMI) uses a numerical representation of the plant model, 
which permits the linear differential equations to have any 
form. The number of coefficients to represent the model can 
vary from 30 to 300. The results are presented as step 
responses for input-output pairs. It can handle
identification problems with up to 20 independent variables 
and 40 dependent variables. Among the attributes that Cutler 
and Yocum (1991) mention are that the process should not have 
to be at steady state to start with or during the testing, 
more than one independent variable should be allowed to 
change at the same time, and a period of bad data should not 
invalidate the entire data set. The DMI method is briefly 
used in Chapter 6.
2.6 Model Validation
For real plant data, there is no linear time-invariant 
model, but an approximate linear model is used to represent
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the process around the current operating conditions. The 
obtained model is expected to be the one that describes the 
system best. The validation process guarantees that the best 
possible description of the system is obtained. The 
validation of the model can be based on comparing simulated 
and measured outputs, testing the residuals and comparing the 
loss function. The first step is to observe the residuals, 
using experience and intuition to gain any insight. Two less 
subjective methods used for model validation are the 
correlation function between residual of the model and the 
input data, and the cross-validation. A brief description of 
both of these follows.
Correlation analysis (Box and Jenkins, 1976), can be 
used to prove if there exists a correlation between two 
variables, this correlation is usually represented in the 
form of a graph. It is desirable that the correlation 
function between residuals and inputs be as small as 
possible, usually within some confidence limits. If 
correlation exists, this indicates that some kind of 
information is still in the residuals and has not been taken 
into consideration in the model. The model is modified and 
the whole process is repeated. The autocorrelation of the 
residuals is also studied. It is expected that the residuals 
be a white noise, i.e. with zero mean and a given variance.
The cross validation consists of the use of two 
different data sets. One is used for the model
identification and the second for prediction and comparison.
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Model validation is the final part of the identification 
steps and is used to ensure a successful identification. If 
the identification is not satisfactory the model is changed, 
and if it is still not improved then a new experiment has to 
be designed (Astrom, 1980).
2.7 Literature Review of Related Work
A number of papers dealing with the identification of 
multivariable systems operating in closed-loop are reviewed 
in this section to give a general idea of what type of 
research has been performed. The references will be briefly 
reviewed. In the first part we present research work related 
to the identification of multivariable closed-loop systems in 
general. In the second part we present a review of articles 
where instrumental variable methods have been used and it 
will be mentioned how our research compares to them.
2.7.1 Closed-Loop Identification in General
Gauthier and Landau (1978) extended a SISO recursive 
algorithm to the MIMO case, and the use of the input-output 
description in terms of polynomial matrices, which are 
related with the observable canonical state space 
realization. The structure of the model, i.e., the set of 
invariant indices or the order of the polynomials, was 
obtained by a test of linear dependence which makes use of 
the Householder transformation. Both simulation and real 
plant data were used for their identification.
After testing three types of input-output descriptions, 
the one that gave the best simulation results was the
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polynomial matrices representation. In a test performed on 
a distillation column operating in closed-loop, pseudorandom 
binary signals were applied to the set points of the 
controllers. They tried both the instrumental variable and 
the prediction error estimation methods. Using 250 samples, 
similar results were obtained for both estimation methods and 
for the different input-output models. The noise added to 
the output during their simulation affected the 
identification as the magnitude of the noise became larger. 
This aspect of their research was discussed in section 2.3.3.
Phadke and Wu (1974) provided a new method to model the 
process and called it successive orthogonalization. The 
procedure consists of two steps. A multivariable time series 
model was first fitted to the input and output series. The 
open-loop parameters were determined from this model. The 
open-loop model building was achieved by the iterative 
substeps.of model specification, estimation and diagnostic 
checking. The experimental conditions were that there was a 
disturbance in the feedback loop and that the feedback had at 
least one lag. They applied this procedure to a blast 
furnace in closed-loop operation. The maximum likelihood was 
used as the estimation method, which became prediction error 
by the Gaussian assumption they made. Qualitative 
characteristics of the obtained model were reasonable based 
on the knowledge of the system.
Melo and Friedly (1992) proposed a new method for 
identification, in the frequency domain, of all open-loop
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transfer functions of a multivariable interacting system. 
The method consisted of a step change applied to the set 
point of each regulator, performing as many step changes as 
there were controllers. They used the fast Fourier transform 
to obtain the estimated output. Simulations of 2 x 2, 3 x 3 ,  
and 4 x 4  systems were performed which yielded acceptable 
results even in the presence of noise and load disturbances. 
The worst results were obtained when a ramp was added as a 
disturbance. Proportional and proportional plus integral 
controllers were used.
Hogenson and Clough (1987) using an ARMAX model and a ML 
estimation method identified a pilot-scale distillation 
column. Each polynomial order of the model was changed until 
the best order and dead time were obtained. In other words, 
the structure was found by trial and error. The estimation 
model was based on a Quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. 
PRBS signals were applied to the output of the controller. 
The identified model was found to be consistent with the 
known process behavior.
Merrill (1982) investigated an IV/AML (instrumental 
variable / approximate maximum likelihood) method using open- 
loop simulation and closed-loop test data. The studied 
system, an F100 turbo fan engine, was identified accurately 
and consistently with both sets of data.
2.7.2 Closed-Loop Systems Identified by IV Methods
In this section emphasis is given to reviewing previous 
work done using the instrumental variable (IV) methods as the
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identification method for closed-loop and/or multivariable 
systems.
Bauer and Unbehauen (1978) use instrumental variable 
methods to identify closed-loop systems by indirect and 
direct identification, using an additional test signal, r2, 
which is not correlated with the process noise. This test 
signal is added to the controller signal. They present the 
open-loop algorithm of the recursive instrumental variable 
estimator for a SISO system. They change either the output 
and/or the input parts of the instruments.
In the indirect method they calculate the transfer 
function for the closed-loop system using the IV algorithm 
with only a change in the calculation of the output part of 
the instrument. This part should represent the noise-free 
output, it is calculated with an estimated model of the 
system and the extra test signal, r2, which is replacing the 
input u. Then the open-loop system is determined from the 
identified closed-loop system and the known controller. This 
indirect method leads to considerable numerical calculations.
In the direct method they use the same recursive 
algorithm for IV and the instrumental variables have the same 
output part as for the indirect method. They differ though 
in that the second part of the instrument, in the direct 
identification method, the input part, is not the input u 
(extra signal and controller output) as used in the indirect 
method but only the extra signal r2. They expect and find 
that the numerical stability of the technique would
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deteriorate because they use an instrumental variables that 
does not have any part as the data vector.
The indirect and direct methods used by Bauer and 
Unbehauen (1978) perform well when compared to the open-loop 
identification method. They conclude that the rate at which 
the methods converge is slower because of the presence of 
noise and that more run time is needed when the noise is 
large. The direct method is used to identify a furnace and 
it results are as good as the open-loop test results. Their 
investigation is similar to ours because they use the dither 
alone as part of their instruments as we do. In our 
algorithms we also use only the dither instead of the 
combination of the output of the controller and the dither as 
part of the instruments. The major differences are that they 
use a recursive algorithm and we use a four step off-line 
algorithm and also that we use the dither alone in the data 
vector, something they do not do. More details in Chapter 3.
The article by Soderstrom and Stoica (1981) and the book 
of Soderstrom and Stoica (1983) give details of the theory 
behind instrumental variables as an identification method for 
open-loop systems. Analyses of consistency and accuracy are 
presented in addition to case studies and clarifying 
examples. Some instruments are presented and compared. They 
make reference to the article by Bauer and Unbehauen (1978) 
to mention an example of an instrument used for closed-loop 
system.
Gertler et al. (1984) present results of five
identification methods for closed-loop systems. The 
instrumental variable method that they investigate is using 
a PRBS in the set point change. The instrument is 
constructed with the part of the data vector that is not 
correlated with the disturbance. No specific details of the 
construction are given. In order to get the part not
correlated with the disturbance it is necessary to know the 
entire system. Therefore, this has to be done with
iterations in order to get initial estimations of the process 
to construct the instrument. Our algorithms are iterative 
for this same reason. We use a signal which is added to the 
output of the controller, not to the set point.
Using a measurable external signal, such as a set point 
variation or a reference signal, Soderstrom et al. (1987) 
identify a closed-loop system with instrumental variable (IV) 
methods. They give certain choices of instruments and 
prefiltering of the data to obtain a lower bound of the 
covariance matrix, the instrument that gives the lower bound 
is called the optimal IV method. This optimal requires the 
knowledge of the system dynamics and the noise 
characteristics. They present a min-max optimal estimate
where the maximization is with respect to the noise 
characteristic and the minimization with respect to the 
instrument. In their simulation results the method works 
pretty well even when the noise characteristics are not 
exactly equal to the true one. They use a noise-free data
vector which is obtained by filtering the external signal in 
different ways. The input part of the instruments is the 
filtered external signal using the model of the system and 
the controller. The output part of the instrument is 
filtering the input part of the instrument with the process 
model. Another instrument that they mention is constructed 
using the filtered external signal as the output and the 
external signal as the input, the same idea of Bauer and 
Unbehauen (1978). They implement a recursive algorithm and 
we use an off-line one. In one of our algorithms the input 
part of the instruments is the filtering of the external 
signal according to the results of a block diagram analysis 
of the studied system, similar to their idea.
Ljung (1987) presents a four step algorithm of 
instrumental variables for open-loop system identification. 
Although for open-loop systems, this algorithm structure has 
been used as the inspiration of our algorithms. This is 
explained in more detail in Chapter 3.
Hong and Dazhu (1988) investigate two types of 
instrumental variables methods for closed-loop SISO systems. 
The first method is the test repeat IV (TRIV) which requires 
that the experiment be carried on twice with the same 
extraneous signal (a pseudorandom binary signal). There are 
two sets of input and output data, either set can be chosen 
as the instrumental variables. This is simple and it can be 
used in order determination of the process using the 
instrumental product moment test of Wellstead (1978) . The
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other method they study is a modified refined IV (MRIV) which 
can be'applied to closed-loop systems. The instrument is 
composed of the noise-free representation of the output and 
it uses the filtered extraneous signal to become part of the 
instrumental variables as opposed to the input that is 
normally part of the instrument for an open-loop algorithm. 
Both methods yield results that are much more accurate than 
those of other IV invariant when they apply them to data they 
obtain by Monte Carlo simulation. The results are better for 
larger number of samples and for larger signal-to-noise 
ratio. They use an additional input test signal as it is 
used in our investigation. They use a recursive version of 
the IV algorithm.
Soderstrom and Stoica (1989) present in chapter eight of 
their book the description of the instrumental variable 
methods. In chapter ten they give an idea for the 
instruments in the case of closed-loop which is the same 
presented in Soderstrom et al. (1987).
This research is inspired by the instruments of Bauer 
and Unbehauen (1978) and of Soderstrom et al. (1987), for 
off-line application, with iteration, and in the framework of 
the four steps algorithm of IV presented by Ljung (1987). 
More details are given later.
2.8 Summary
Chapter 2 presented the definition of system 
identification and a description of the four basic steps of 
the identification procedure which are: experiment design,
choice of the model structures, model estimation, and model 
validation. Among the discussed topics are: the conditions 
under which closed-loop systems are identifiable, the number 
of data points needed, the conditions for a reliable sampling 
time, the type and magnitude of the test signals, the 
different types of models available to represent a process, 
the different types of estimators used to identify the model 
and the criterion used, and the different techniques used to 
validate a model. The last section included a literature 
review of previous work on the identification of 
multivariable closed-loop systems. First a general review of 
closed-loop system identification was presented. Second a 
presentation of the work done using instrumental variable 
method as the identification method is given pointing out 
those ideas that were used as inspiration for this 
investigation.
Chapter 3 
Instrumental Variable Algorithms
3.1 Introduction
A general description of the instrumental variable 
methods is presented and the consistency conditions for a 
nonbiased result are given. The description of the four-step 
algorithm of instrumental variable for open-loop of Ljung
(1987) is briefly presented. Our new algorithms of 
instrumental variable methods for multivariable closed-loop 
system identification are described. Some ideas of IV
methods for closed-loop systems were presented in the section 
2.7.2. Several of the ideas are used as our motivation to 
obtain our algorithms.
3.2 General Description of the Instrumental Variable Methods
The studied process is a time invariant linear system 
which can be represented for the sake of simplicity as a SISO 
system with a time delay equal to zero (nk=0) and order na 
and nb such as
y(t) +axy (t-1) +azy(t-2)+.. .anay(t-na) =byu(t-l) ...
+b2u {t-2)+...+bnt>u(t-nb)+e (t)
where y is the output, u is the input, and £ is the equation 
or residual error. Another representation is obtained by
y (t) =4>7'( t) 0+e (t) (3.2)
letting all the data be included in the data vector <f>(t) and 
the unknown parameters in the parameter vector 6 . The system
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is of finite order and asymptotically stable, that is the na 
and nb are finite, and the output does not grow to infinity 
when a bounded input is applied to the process (Ljung, 1987). 
It is not investigated, but under closed-loop conditions an 
unstable process could be identified.
The residual error £ used in the criterion is a function 
of the parameter vector 0 whose components are the unknown 
constants of the discrete model of the process such as
(3.3)
The residual error is also a function of the data vector <£(t) 
formed by the past outputs and inputs as follows
<|> (t) = t-y( t-1) . . . -y{t-na) u(t-l) . . . u(t-nb) ] T (3.4)
The number of rows of 0(t) increases as the number of inputs, 
nu, increases according to the sum of their orders nb1( nb2,
. . . , nbnu. Instead of a vector, <f>{t) is a matrix when we have 
a multi-output system, with dimension ny|dm, i.e. number of 
outputs|number of columns equal to the dimension of vector 0.
In order to evaluate the instrumental variable methods 
the formulation of the basic problem is reviewed. The 
criterion used in least squares LS or prediction error method 
PEM is to minimized the square of the residuals as follows
^ ( 0)=4tE  ty(fc)-0T<l>(t)]2 (3.5)
•w t=i
The minimizing element is the estimated model 0 given by the 
following equation
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o = I - ^ E * (t,<l>r(t)3 [-^E<l»(t)y(t)] <3-6)
^  C = 1 t*l
4>r8 is assumed to be the true process output, y(t) the 
measured output, and w{t) to be the process disturbance, then
y<fc)=<j>r<t)60 + w(t) (3,7)
Substituting equation 3.7 into the equation of the 
estimated model 8 we obtain an expression of the estimated 
model in terms of the true model 0O, that is
e=0o+ ["TvX) 11) <J,r( t) ] 1[-i£*{t)w (t>] (3.8)
Jvt=i "t-1
The last part of the equation above shows how the estimated 
model can be affected by the correlation between the
disturbance of the process, w(t) , and the data vector <£(t).
3.2.1 Consistency Conditions
The estimated 8 is consistent if 8 converges to the true
value 80 as the number of data points N tends to infinity.
From equation 3.8 it is seen that the crosscorrelation of the 
disturbance w(t) with should be zero and the inverse of
$(t)0T(t) should exist. Therefore, in order to get 
consistent results we need to satisfy these two conditions. 
This is the drawback of the least squares methods when the 
model or the nature of the process provides a correlation 
between the data vector and the process disturbance. In
order to continue satisfying these conditions the
instrumental variables method is given as an alternative.
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3.2.2 Break the Correlation and Create the Instruments
It is desired that the second term of the RHS of 
equation 3.8 be equal to zero {0), in this way the estimated 
parameters will not be biased. The data vector 0(t) normally 
contains past outputs, which are correlated with the process 
disturbance w(t) making the last term of the RHS of equation 
3.8 nonzero. When 0(t) is substituted by other variables 
which are called the instruments or instrumental variables 
Z(t), then the instrumental variable (IV) identification 
methods is formed. These new variables should be well 
correlated with 0(t) but not correlated with w(t) the 
disturbance of the process. The new estimation of 9 is 
calculated as follows
e=[jTz(t)(i)T(t)] [%x;z(t)y<tn <3*9>
£“1 £=1
The most common attempt to fulfill these requirements is to 
let the instruments be delayed, and possibly, filtered inputs 
values, which for open-loop systems are not correlated to the 
process disturbance.
The instruments can be represented as the vector
Z (t) =L [-x( t-1) . . . -x (t-na) u (£-1) . . . u (t-nb) ] T (3.10)
The instruments are usually constructed by filtering the 
input to form the output part of the instruments and using 
the input for the input part, in open-loop systems. The 
output part of the instruments x(t) can be calculated with
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Nig'1) x (t) =M(g'1) u (t) (3.11)
Different kind of instruments are obtained depending on how
the polynomials N and M and the filter L are chosen.
3.3 Four-Steps Instrumental Variable Algorithm
The four-step IV (called IV4 in MatLab System
Identification Toolbox (Ljung, 1991)), is the instrumental 
variable method used in our investigation for comparison 
purposes. It is also used as the basis framework for the 
implementation of the IV algorithms developed for closed-loop 
system. This four-step IV algorithm discussed in Ljung
(1987) is for open-loop systems which can be described b an 
ARX model. This IV4 is a special case of a multistep 
procedure from section 6.4 in the book by Soderstrom and 
Stoica (1983). The four-step instrumental variable algorithm 
can be summarized as follow:
-The first estimation of the model is performed using 
equation 3.6, in other words the regular least squares 
algorithm is used.
-The creation of the instrument Z(t) is performed. The 
output part x(t) is obtained by filtering the input u(t) 
with the estimated model. A second estimation of the 
process model is computed using equations 3.9 and 3.10. 
-The process disturbance, with the obtained model, is 
postulated as an AR model of order na + Enbi* A filter 
is computed such that when the process disturbance goes 
through, the result is a white noise series.
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-The data, 0(t), and the instrument, Z<t), are filtered 
using the filter found in step three. The last 
estimated model is obtained and given as the result.
3.4 The Closed-Loop Instrumental Variable Methods
The closed-loop instrumental variable methods called 
IV4D and IV4UP are obtained by modifying the four-step 
instrumental variables method mentioned previously. Taking 
into account the fact that we have a closed-loop system, the 
input is also correlated to the process disturbance. 
Dithers, persistently exciting signal, are added to each of 
the manipulated variables, i.e. to the output of the 
controller. There are two approaches that were studied 
during this investigation: one approach used the idea of
Bauer and Unbehauen (1978) of using the dither in the input 
part of the instruments, the other approach used Soderstrom 
et al. (1987) idea of filtering the extra signal as the input 
part of the instruments. These implementations are different 
from each other.
The IV4D algorithm gets its name from the dither D used 
as an essential part of the instruments and because the 
algorithm has the four-steps structure of the IV4 algorithm. 
For IV4UP, up, filtered external signal, is used as part of 
its instruments.
3.4.1 The IV4D Algorithm
The following steps describe the IV4D algorithm. 
Specific details are given considering that the studied 
system is a MIMO system broken into two MISO systems, with
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two inputs each. IV4D uses the dither as the input part in 
the instrument. The IV4D algorithm constructs the 
instruments taking the dither as open-loop and only input to 
the process, not the controller output. The dither is not 
correlated with the process disturbance. In this way there 
is not a correlation between the instruments and the 
disturbances.
Step I
The first estimation of the model is obtained with a 
redefined 0(t) vector that uses y as the original data vector 
does, but that uses the dither alone as the input part of 
0(t) . This input part of the redefined 0(t) is uncorrelated 
with the process disturbance. The redefined <p(t) is shown in 
the following equation
<|>(t) = [-y<t-l) . . . - y { t - n a ) D l { t-1) . . .D^it-nbJ
D z ( t-1) .. .Dz (t-nbz) ] T 1 J
where this 0(t) vector describes a two input system. With 
the redefined 0(t) and the LS method the first estimation of 
the model is obtained in the following way
0=[T 7 E <*,{t)<*,T(t)] C-TvEWtJyttn (3.13)W e=i N  C=1
The model can also be represented by transfer functions such 
as Gn and G12 given by
where Bn , B12, and Ax are polynomials with the individual
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parameters a's and b's that relate output one, y1# with each 
of the inputs u2 and u2. Similarly G21 and G22 are defined for 
output two, y2.
Step II
In this step the redefined phi vector, where the u's are 
replaced by the dithers, is used again. The instruments are 
calculated with the previous estimated model. Using the 
redefined phi and the instruments the new estimated model is 
obtained with the following
4>= [-y( t-1) ■ • • ~y (t-na) D 1 C t-l) . . ,D1 (t-nb) 
d 2 (t-l) . . .Dz {t-nb2) ] T
x(t) =GXI (g)D1{ t) +Gl2 {q)D2{ t)
Z(t) = [-x(t-l) . . . -x{ t-na) D1(t-1) . . .D1( t-nbl) (3.15) 
Z?2(t-l) . . .D2 (t-nb2) ] 7
N  N
0 = [ £  Z (t) (J)7(t) ] Z (t) y (t)
t-1 t-1
Notice that the input part of the instruments are the 
dithers. This step is also performed for output two,
changing appropriately the necessary orders and models, such 
as Gn by G21, G12 by G22, nbx of yj by the nb2 of y2, and so on.
This second step is repeated, until the worst difference 
of the same parameter of two consecutive iterations is equal
or smaller than 0.01 or when the least squares calculation
has been performed ten times. This procedure usually 
converges, and when it does, it takes only about five
iterations.
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Step III
The process disturbance w^t) is calculated from the 
estimated model. The disturbance is postulated as an AR 
model of order na + nbj + nb2. Using the obtained process 
disturbance w^t) and the order for the model specified 
above, the filter Lj (q) is found using the function ARX of 
the MatLab System Identification Toolbox as
w1 (t) =A1 (q)y1( t) -Bn {q)u1 ( t) -Bl2 (q) u2 (t)
(3.16)
I*! (g) w1 (t) =e( t)
The same procedure is performed for the second output y2, the 
process disturbance w2(t) is calculated, then from w2(t) and 
a model of order na + nbx + nb2 the filter L2(q) is found. 
Step IV
The final model is computed with the data and the 
filtered instruments. The <j>{t) is now defined using u(t) , as 
in equation 3.4.
<J>f < t) =£(g)<J> (t) Yp ( t) =L(q)y( t)
D 1F=L (q)D1 ( t) D 2F=L (q) D z (t)
x(t) =G11(g) D 1F(t) +G12 (q)D2F( t)
Z F {t) = [-x( t-1) ... -x( t-na) D 1F( t-1) (3.17)
. . . D 1F( t-n b 1) D2F( t-1) . . -D2F( t-nb2) ] T
H N
0 = [53 2 ( c) <1)I{t) ] ■:1Y, Z (t) yF (t)
t=l t=l
These equations are used for the first output and similar 
calculations are performed for the second output.
The main differences between this and the Ljung's four- 
step algorithm are:
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-The use of the dither alone instead of the input (which 
includes the output of the controller and the dither) in 
the data vector $ { t ) , in the calculation of x, and as 
part of the instruments.
-The use of the dithers as input part of the instrument 
during all the steps of the algorithm.
-The repetition of the second step.
The differences between IV4D and the ideas of Bauer and 
Unbehauen (1978) :
-The use of a redefined data vector.
-The use of a four-step approach.
-The iterative nature of the second step to get better 
instruments.
The dithers are used in the algorithm keeping in mind
the idea of Bauer and Unbehauen (1978) of using an extraneous
uncorrelated input as part of the instruments. But we also 
use the dither as part of the data vector which they do not 
do. With this the calculation is performed as if the system 
is in open-loop operation.
The fact that the second step is repeated is because the 
estimated model of the process is not a good one in the first 
iteration. The repetition is performed trying to obtain the 
best model of the process such that the output part of the 
instrument be as uncorrelated with the input as possible and 
be the closest representation to the output part. Bauer and 
Unbehauen do not use such repetition because they use a 
recursive algorithm.
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The dither is used instead of the input because it is 
not correlated with the process disturbance. The input to 
the process, that is the output of the controller and the 
dither, are correlated due to the fact that the output of the 
controller is calculated with the output signal of the 
process which is correlated with the process disturbance.
Depending of the characteristic used in the controller 
we may expect less or more correlation and therefore better 
or worse results. If in some way the output of the 
controller could eliminate the effect of the disturbance, 
then we should expect that the identification results of IV4 
will be good even though IV4 was created for an open-loop 
system. We should expect that when the dither is large 
enough the effect of the output of the controller is overcome 
by the uncorrelated dither and that the identification of the 
system by IV4 be a fair one. It is also expected that when 
the dither is small the IV4 fails and in some range IV4D will 
work. We do not expect that the algorithm will work all the 
ranges of the dithers sizes because even prediction error 
method PEM will not give a good identification when the 
dither is small in the presence of disturbances. We do know 
for sure that all the algorithms should work when there are 
no disturbances. The last step of the IV4D algorithm 
considers that the best possible instruments have been 
constructed and then 0(t} is again the original data of the 
system without any trimming or alteration.
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As it can be seen this algorithm is a combination of
different conditions and compare it with IV4 and PEM.
3.4.2 The IV4UP Algorithm
The IV4UP algorithm constructs the instruments using the 
part of the data vector that is not correlated with the 
process disturbance. In this way there is not a correlation 
between the instruments and the disturbances. This free 
disturbance data vector is obtained by considering the part 
of u that we call up or more specific upx and up2, that comes 
only from the test signal or dither. The up's are computed 
by using the closed-loop transfer function between the dither 
and the input to the process. Therefore, in order to 
implement the IV4UP algorithm the controllers have to be 
known and at least an estimation of the open-loop model of 
the process have to be obtained.
First, the representation of the controllers which is 
needed for the construction of the instruments is given. The 
proportional integral derivative controllers used during this 
investigation are represented by
ideas. In Chapter 5 we examine how IV4D works under
u(t) J?(g’1) = T(q'1) v-5(g_1)y( t) (3.18)
S(q-1)*JCjl + -£ +
 ^i r+
(3.19)
T+aTd
Tiq'1) =Kc(l + -^-q~1)
•i
(3.20)
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B i g ' 1) =l-g'1 (3.21)
where
q'1 back shift operator, e.g. u(t)q_1 = u(t-l)
v set point of the controller
Kc controller gain,
T sampling time
Ta integral time of the controller
Td derivative time of the controller
a derivative filter parameter 0.1, Corripio (1990).
Second, the transfer functions between the inputs to the 
process and the uncorrelated inputs, i.e., the dithers, are 
found. From Figure 3.1, which is a generic block diagram of 
a 2 X 2 linear system, the closed-loop transfer functions 
between u and D can be obtained as well as those between u 
and v's, the set points. Interactions are taken in 
consideration in the diagram.
The relations between u, D, and v are given by
(3.22)
1^-^ 1 + "®11‘^1 ^ ^ 2^2 
d
[ A ^ B ^ S , )  A2Tz
d (3.23)
‘2 1 2  1 1 . S',A, T,
d
where
d  ( A j U j + B l l S 1 ) (AZRZ +B22^ 2  ^ ^21^2^12^1 (3.24)
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B22
Y1
Y2
Figure 3.1 Generic Block Diagram of a 2 X 2 System.
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The variables u1( u2, Dlf D2, v lt and v2 are functions of t and 
R, S, T, A, and B are functions of q'1. The polynomials that 
have the model values are Alf Bllf and B12 for output yx and A2, 
B21, and B22 for output y2 as are used in the previous section. 
The polynomials R, S, and T describe the controllers given by 
the equations 3.19 to 3.21.
The up2 and up2 are the inputs used in the input part of 
the instruments and are also used to calculate the output 
part of the instruments. They are not correlated to the 
output y(t) and are given by
i--------_------ D 1- ----D 2up,=
(A1R 1+B11S 1)A2R 2 B21^2^ 1^1 r, /-j r»e\up-, =  —   — I?,-— ?1 21 ■ ZX (3.26)
2 d 2 d  x
where d is given by equation 3.24. The instruments for this 
algorithm are cumbersome to find because an input obtained by 
the filtration of the extra uncorrelated signal D is used. 
This part of the instruments takes in consideration the 
interactive nature of the process which is not a problem for 
SISO systems. Notice how information of all the models are 
used to calculate upx and up2. For a larger system, e.g. 3 
X 3, the equations are more complicated due to the many 
interactions among more inputs and outputs.
The following steps describe the IV4UP algorithm.
Step I
The first estimation of the model is obtained with the 
data vector 0(t) without any alteration
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4>(t) =[-y( t-l) •• .-y(t-na) (t-l) .. . u^t-nbj) .
u2 {t-1) . . . u2 {t -nb2) ] T
Then using the LS method given by equation 3.12 the first 
estimation of the process model for each of the outputs is 
calculated. There are going to be one polynomial of A for 
output one because the system is represented as a ARX model 
and two polynomials of B, one for each of the inputs. All 
the polynomials of A and B are obtained.
The upx and up2 are calculated with the first estimated 
model of the process. Equations 3.25 and 3.26 are used. 
Step II
The instruments are calculated with the previous 
estimated model 8 and the inputs upx and up2. Using <p(t) and 
the instruments the new estimated models are obtained as 
follows
(t) =Gn (g) u p 1 (t) +G12 (g) up2 (t)
zyi {t) = [ - * 1 (t-1) . , ,-x1 ( t-na) upx (t-1) . . .
up1 (t-nb1) up2 (t-1) .. .up2 (t-nb2) ] T (3.28)
6yi = i  zyi < ^  ] ' " E  zyi( < fc)t-l t-i
x2 (t) =G21 (g) upx {t) +G22 {g) up2 (t)
Zy2(t) = [~x2 (t-l) . . . -x2 (t-na) upl {t-1) . . .
u p 1 (t-nb1) up2 (t-1) .. ,up2 (t-nb2)]T (3.29)
e* r  I E  Zyz( t) 1 _1E  zy*<t]Vz < t)
t=i t=i
This step is repeated, until the worst difference of the 
same parameter of two consecutive iterations is equal or
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smaller than 0.01 or when the least squares calculation has 
been performed ten times. Notice that the calculations have 
to be performed simultaneously because and A2 and so on are 
needed to calculate upx and up2.
Step III
A filter is found from the estimated model of each of 
the outputs and the data. The order of each filter is 
na+nbx+nb2/ the order changes for each of the outputs if their 
order are different. They are calculated in the following way
(t) = a 1 {g)y1 ( t) -b11 (g) (t) -b12 (g) u2 (t) 
i'l (g) w1 (t) =e {t)
(3.30)
w2 (t) =a2 (g) y 2 (t) -b21 (g) (t) -b22 (g) u2 (t)
L 2 (g)w2 ( t) =e( t)
Step IV
The final model is computed with the filtered data and 
instruments such as
4>1F( t) -L2 (g) 4>( t) y 1F{ t) =Lx (g)y{ t) 
u p ^ L i  (g) upx (t) upZF=L2 (g) up2 (t) (3 .31)
x 2 (t) =G21 (g) u p 1F(t) +G12(g) u p 2F( t)
Z 1F{ t) = [-xx {t-l) . . . {t-na) u p 1F( t-1) . . .
up1F{ t - n b ^  up2F( t-1) . . . up2F{t-iib2) ] T
jv (3.32)
0!= z if( t)<DfF( t) ] z1F( t) y 1F( t)
t-i t=i
The above equations are used to calculate the model of output 
y 1. Similar calculations are performed for y2 using the
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corresponding 0(t) and y2 with L2(t), and the corresponding 
G21 and G22.
The main differences between this and Ljung four-steps 
algorithm are:
-The calculation of the upa and up2 in the first step. 
-In step two the use of the new instruments based on the 
closed-loop transfer function between the input to the 
process u and the dither D.
-The repetition of the second step.
-The calculation of two filters, one for each input to 
the system.
-The necessary calculations of all the models before the 
calculations of up2 and up2 are performed.
The dithers are used in the algorithm to calculate the 
input part of the instruments because they are not correlated 
to the outputs. The fact that the second step is repeated is 
because we want to use the best possible instruments that can 
be obtained. The dithers are filtered with the resulting 
transfer functions between the u's and the D's in order that 
the input used in the instruments have the characteristic or 
effect of the process in it.
The main differences between IV4D and IV4UP:
-The way the instruments are calculated.
-The use of filtered dithers as the input part of the 
instruments in IV4UP instead of the dither by itself as 
in IV4D.
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-The use of the estimated model of the process and the 
parameters of the controller in the calculation of up's 
in IV4UP.
-The use of the conventional data vector #(t) in IV4UP 
and the redefined <Mt) using D instead of u in IV4D. 
The differences between IV4UP and the ideas of 
Soderstrom et al. (1987):
-Soderstrom et al. (1987) used a external signal in the 
set point, therefore the transfer functions to filter 
the dithers are different.
-They implemented the algorithm in a recursive way, 
IV4UP is an off-line algorithm.
-They do not use the filtering of step III. But they
recommend the use of a filter.
-Because they are using a recursive algorithm they do 
not have an iterative algorithm as our IV4UP has.
Even though the assumptions to develop the algorithms
are mentioned during their implementation the following is a 
summary of all of them. The model is a linear function of 
the parameters. The system is linear, finite order, 
stochastic, and asymptotically stable. The disturbance is a 
stochastic process with zero mean. There exists a model for 
the true system which is unique. The test signal is 
persistently exciting of a sufficiently high order and it is 
added to the output of the controller. The test signal D(t) 
and the disturbance w(s) are uncorrelated for all t and s.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter the description of the instrumental 
variable method, developed from the basic problem, is 
presented. The general idea of an open-loop system is used 
during the presentation. The instruments are defined. Then 
the four-step instrumental variable algorithm from Ljung 
(1987 and 1991) implemented for MatLab System Identification 
Toolbox is briefly described.
Two new instrumental variable algorithms, IV4D and 
IV4UP, for closed-loop multivariable systems identification 
are presented. IV4D uses the dither in the construction of 
the instrument in order to break the correlation between the 
instruments and the process disturbance caused by the closed- 
loop. IV4UP uses an input obtained by the closed-loop 
transfer function between the dither and the input to the 
process. The main differences between the IV methods are in 
the construction of the instruments. IV4D and IV4UP are for 
closed-loop and IV4 is not. The IV methods are faster than 
prediction error because of their simplicity and this 
advantage is more pronounced the larger the dimension of the 
system.
Chapter 4 
Experimental Conditions 
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the description of the studied 
systems, the definition of terms that communicate the 
characteristics of the processes, tests, and results, the 
basic features of the tools that are used like the simulation 
and the analyzing programs, and the description of procedures 
used during the tests and analyses. The purpose of this 
chapter is to give a background necessary to avoid definition 
of terms or detailed descriptions during the presentation and 
discussion of the results in Chapter 5.
4.2 Studied Systems
Several simulated linear time-invariant systems are 
studied during this investigation. The structures for all of 
them are the same, they are 2 X 2  systems, two inputs and two 
outputs, with or without noise or disturbances. Details of 
what is called process P4 are presented here. A complete 
description of all the systems are given in compact form in 
Appendix B. In addition to the basic characteristics of the 
system such as gain, time delay, and time constants, the 
description of the controllers, dithers, and disturbances 
that affect the process during the tests are presented.
4.2.1 System Characteristics
Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram with the continuous 
time transfer functions of process P4. Each block of the
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G 1 1
C o n tro11er
( 7 s + 1) (3. 2s +1)
G 1 2
G 2 1
( 7 s +1 j (3. 2 s + 1)
G 2 2
Control Ier
Uc
Figure 4.1 Block Diagram of the Continuous Model of Process
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system shows a second order transfer function with different 
parameters. The continuous time model is automatically 
transformed to a discrete representation by the simulation 
program Taco II, developed by Ren Hongmei (1991). The model 
that describes process P4 is known as an ARX model, all the 
denominators are the same for all the transfer functions. 
For example a MISO system is represented by
y x (t) =--1l- gr J  u (t) + Bl2^ q  * u (t) +e( t) (4.1)
A 1 (g'1) A x (g"1)
The number of terms of Aa, B^, and B12 for all the studied 
simulated systems are two, i.e. na=2, nbx=2, and nbz=2. The 
delay time is one minute or nk=2 samples given that the 
sampling time is 0.5 min.
The numerical values of the parameters of the discrete 
model depend on the chosen sampling time T, that is the 
values of a's, b's, nk, and the roots of the polynomial Ax 
change when T changes. The following are the discrete 
transfer functions of process P4 when T=0.5 min
G _ (0.0030g~1 + 0.0028g~2)g~2 
11 1-1.7864g'1+0 .7964QT2
(4.2)
G  - - (0 . 0023<?~1+0 . 0022g~2) g~2 
12 1-1.7864g'1+0 ,7964g“2
G  _ (0 . 0018g~1+Q .0017 g"2) g~2 
21 l-1.7864g_1+0.7964g-2
G _ - (0 . 0025g~1+0 . 0023g"2) g~2 
22 1-1.7864g_1+0 . 7964g'2
Other discrete forms of P4 for different T are given in
Appendix B.
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The parameter values for process P4 are -1.7864 and 
0.7964 for ax and a2, respectively. Prom these, the roots of 
the discrete denominator, i.e. the poles of the system, are 
found to be 0.9307 and 0.8557. When the poles are close to 
one, the values calculated for the gains are sensitive to 
small errors in the a's parameters. The gains are obtained 
from the limit of the discrete model of the transfer function 
when q approach one (q-*1.0) . The following equation presents 
Gij the discrete transfer function model of a second order 
system and the gain ki:j obtained when the limit above is 
applied to . The closer the poles are to one the smaller 
is the difference between 1 and ax and a2 in the denominator 
of the following equation, which causes large changes in the 
gain.
n , f y i r * i k b^  (43)
1 +a1q~1+a2g'z l+aj+aj
From this it is obvious that small changes in the parameters 
can cause large changes in the calculated gains, making the 
process harder to identify. We see more of this situation in 
Chapter 5, where the identification results of process with 
different poles.
Among other characteristics that are examined in the 
process are the relative gain array, RGA, (Bristol, 1966) and 
the ratio of singular values obtained by the singular value 
decomposition SVD of the steady state gain matrix (Seborg et 
al., 1989, Klema and Laub, 1980).
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The relative gain array is given by
Ul U2 
Vl Ull Pl2
y 2 v-2i m22
(4.4)
It is formed by the individual relative gains s which 
represent the relative gain between output i and input j . 
The (ii:i defines the ratio of the open-loop gain (k) to the 
closed-loop gain (k') as
It is recommended to pair up the controlled (y) and the 
manipulated (u) variables that have a relative gain closest 
to one, because in this way the interaction is the smallest 
one that can affect the process. This type of analysis is 
concerned about the steady state behavior and do not consider 
the dynamics of the process. However, pairing of variables 
is usually performed among variables that have similar 
dynamics. We are assuming that during the identification the 
correct pairing is used. Therefore we study the relative 
gain array in order to know if the interaction is large .
For process P4 the relative gain array is
The pairs 1-1 and 2-2 are the correct pairing because 2.3 is 
closer to one than -1.3 and therefore the smallest
(4.5)
“l U2
y ± 2.30 -1.30
y2 -1.30 2.30
(4.6)
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interaction exists among these pairs, Corripio (1990), Seborg 
et al. (1989) . Even so a relative gain of 2.3 represents a
large interaction. The closed-loop gain is less than half 
the open-loop gain.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a numerical 
analysis tool used particularly in linear algebra 
applications. Klema and Laub (1980) presents the formal 
definition of SVD. References for the use of the SVD in 
control are found in Kailath (1980), Franklin et al, (1991),
Koung and MacGregor (1994), and Seborg et al. (1989). The
singular value decomposition of the gain matrix reveals how 
ill-conditioned this matrix can be (Seborg et al., 1989).
From the SVD the ratio of the largest to the smallest 
singular value {a1/cTn) , known also as the condition number, 
is obtained. A large ratio indicates that it is difficult to 
identify the minimum singular value with enough accuracy 
(Andersen and Kummel, 1992), in other words the system may be 
hard to identify. The larger this ratio the larger the 
probability of a big mistake in the estimation of the 
smallest gain of the process. Therefore this is a 
characteristic that we mention during this investigation and 
see what is its effect during an identification test. For 
process P4 this ratio is 7.24 (a^/On = 0.9355/0.1292). The 
SVD is calculated using the MatLab software package 
(MathWorks, Inc., 1989).
Besides process P4, two other processes, P6 and P7, were 
studied. P6 has the same time constants of P4 but the gains
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are very different. This process has a ratio of singular 
values close to 70. This is very large when compared to that 
of P4, that is, 7.24. P7 has the same gains of P4 but 
different time constants. This process has the poles of its 
discrete model farther from one when compared to the poles of 
P4 at a given sampling time. Details of their
characteristics are given in Appendix B.
4.2.2 Controllers
The controller parameters are not shown in Figure 4.1, 
because several controllers are used during the experiments. 
Each pair of controller has an assigned name, e.g. PIDjl, j 
for the process number and 1 for pair 1. Usually the pair is 
referred as a single controller. Notice that the pair is 
because there is a controller for each controlled variable, 
two in our case. The controllers used are of the 
Proportional-Integral-Derivative controllers {PID) type, 
having the derivative act on the process variable instead of 
the error. A detailed representation of a generic PID 
controller is given in Figure 3.1 and equations 3.18 to 3.21 
in section 3.4.2.
If the model of the process is known, then the PID 
controller can be designed according to the type of the 
process (Corripio, 1990). The following equation is used
Kc= k(xc-t0)
  T (4.7)
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where t c is the desired closed-loop time constant, r is the 
dominant time constant of the process, t0 is the delay time, 
Kc is the controller gain, TA is the reset (integral) time, 
and Td is the derivative time. This design is for a SISO 
system with no interactions and for a first-order model. 
Nevertheless it was used with success as the first guess in 
the tuning process. The derivative time was sometimes used 
as one fourth the reset time and thus it was not always used 
as half of the delay time.
The controller most used in process four was PID41 which 
has the following values for the parameters: Kc = 4, Tt = 4.5 
min, and Td = 1 min, for controller one (1) , and Kc = -5, Tt 
= 7 min, and Td = 1.5 min, for controller two (2) . The value 
of the parameters of other controllers are given in Table 4.1 
and in Appendix B, giving always first the parameters for the 
controller of yx followed by the ones for the controller of 
y2. The controllers are different in their tuning. PID42 is 
the one that has the largest control gain Kc or the smallest 
desired closed-loop constant rc which make this controller 
the tighter one. The other controller gains are smaller than 
that of PID42. PID43 and PID44 are very similar, their 
controller gains are the same but their derivative time is 
larger for PID44.
4.2.3 Dithers
The most frequently used extra signal in the 
identification of a process is a pseudorandom binary signal 
(PRBS) referred to as dither, (Golomb, 1967). The two
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the Controllers for Process P4
Controller PID41 PID42 PID43 PID44
Kc 4 7 2 2
T* (min) 4 . 5 7 7 7
Td (min) 1 1.5 0.5 1. 75
Kc -5 -6 -2.43 -2 .43
Ta (min) 7 7 7 7
Td (min) 1.5 1.5 0 .52 1.75
t c (min) 2 1 5 5
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experimental conditions that are desired from the dithers are 
that they be persistently excited (discussed in section 
2.3.3) and uncorrelated to the process disturbance.
The dithers, which are not correlated with neither the 
inputs or the outputs of the system, are added to the outputs 
of the controller. These signals alternate between two 
values, i.e. +a, and -a. The magnitude, which is the 
standard deviation of the added signal, is represented as D. 
The dither has a variable frequency with a minimum set value 
called minimum switching interval. At a time no shorter than 
that minimum value the signal may or may not change sign. 
The minimum switching interval (si) and the magnitude of the 
dithers are specified during the tests. The switching 
interval (si) must be given as a multiple of the sampling 
time (T) or number of samples. For example, if it is desired 
that the dither switches at least every 2 min when T=0.5 min, 
then si should be 4 samples.
Different magnitudes or sizes of the dithers are studied 
because it is desired to have a good identification while 
upsetting the process the least possible. The switching 
interval is also studied in order to give a recommendation on 
how to choose a good one.
The implementation of the dither is performed using a 
random number from which, depending on its value, the dither 
changes or maintains the sign. This sign change is only 
performed if the number of samples from the last change 
equals si or a multiple of si. The two random numbers
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series, one for each dither, are loaded during the 
simulation. These series are generated by supplying a seed 
to the random generator of MatLab {MathWorks Inc., 1989) and 
are saved in a file. In this way the same dither is used for 
each run if the magnitude, the si, and the sampling time are 
the same and therefore the results are easier to compare. 
The code for the implementation of the dithers is given in 
Appendix A.
4.2.4 Disturbances
The most common disturbance added to the studied 
processes is white noise. It is generated with random 
numbers with standard deviation of one and mean of zero (or 
very close to it). The noise is added most of the time to 
the output of the process as it was shown in Figure 4.1, 
making it a measurement noise. Another disturbance added to 
the process is the same white noise going through a transfer 
function similar to a first order process. The time constant 
Tn of this transfer function varies assuming several values 
such as 0 .3, 8, 30, and 70 min which makes the disturbance an 
autocorrelated one. Another way to accomplish a variation of 
disturbance is adding white noise to the input of the 
process. This will look as a noise at the output of the 
controller.
The noise is generated in MatLab and loaded to Taco II 
during the simulations. In this way the same noise is used 
for all runs. The implementation of the different time 
constants for the disturbance required an alteration in Taco
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II to keep the standard deviation (std) of the disturbances 
equal to one. More details are given in Appendix A. The 
signal to noise ratio is defined as the ratio of the standard 
deviation of the dither to the standard deviation of the 
disturbance. All the standard deviations of the disturbances 
are one, therefore the numerical value of SNR is the same as 
for DNR. Notice that some authors define SNR in different 
ways, for example using the variance instead of the std.
4.3 Run Performance Index (RPI)
The run performance index, RPI, is used to simplify the 
communication of the results. With one number we can compare 
if a run can be better identified than another or if a method 
identifies a run better than some other method. RPI is 
defined as follows
nu ny _1
<EE ik ij-kta )2) 2RPI= i=l j=1---------- ;- (4.8)
nu ny _l
< E E  ^ )2) 2
i-i j=i
where the ktj are the estimated process gains and kti:) are the 
true values, the ij are used as input-output notation. A 
small value for RPI means that the identification is good 
when compared to a larger value of RPI, the identification 
improves as RPI tends to zero. PPI, the parameter 
performance index, has the same definition of RPI except that 
the a and b parameters from the discrete model are the ones 
that are compared with their true values. The steady state 
gains are used here because, as we shall see in section 5.9,
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the dynamics are well identified but the gains are sometimes 
very sensitive to small errors in the a's and b's.
An RPI of 0.10 can be interpreted as the difference of 
each gain to its true value being off by 10%. This is not 
always true because one gain can be off by a larger percent 
and another gain by a smaller percent, giving the same RPI as 
if both have the same percent of error. This will work as 
long as all the numbers are close in magnitude, e.g. 0.58, 
-0.45, 0.35 and -0.48. It is more complicated when some of 
the true values are of different magnitude i.e. 0.0030,
0.0028, -1.7864, and 0.7964 as for the parameters a's and
b's. An error of 10% in all the values gives a PPI of 0.1, 
but if the larger value (-1.7864) is 25% off and the smaller 
values are 10% off then the PPI is 0.23 or 23% off.
4.4 Filters
Two filters are used during the investigation to see if 
the identification can be improved. These are the 
exponential filter and the moving average filter. These
filters are applied to the data before they are analyzed.
They are off-line filters and are applied to all the entries 
y's, u's, and D's.
The exponential filter is implemented in the following
way, Corripio (1994) or Seborg et al. (1989)
y(n)=mx{n)+(l-m)y(n-l) (4.9)
The y(n) are the filtered entries and x(n) are the un­
filtered entries, m is the exponential filter parameter. The
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interval of m is 0 s m s 1. When m is one, no filtering is 
performed. This filter has been also seen as a special case 
of an exponentially weighted moving average (Box and Jenkins, 
1976) . The code for this filter is given in Appendix A, it 
is written to be implemented in MatLab.
The moving average filter, Edgar (1982), is defined as
y(n)=-i f" x(i) (4.10)
Where the y(n) are the filtered entries and x(n) are the non­
filtered entries, m is the average filter parameter, whose 
value has to be an integer number greater than one, m > 1. 
Having a value of m equal to one is as no having any filter 
at all. The code is given in Appendix A, also written for 
MatLab.
4.5 Prediction Error Method (PEM) and Some Other Tools
All the programs for analyzing data or for pretreatment 
of the data such as the filters, are written for MatLab. 
MatLab is a software package for interactive numeric
computation, data analysis, and graphics, from The MathWorks 
Inc. (1989) . Several tool boxes are available for specific 
applications, the one used in this research is the System 
Identification Toolbox, SIT (Ljung, 1991).
PEM, prediction error method, is used directly from the 
MatLab System Identification Toolbox without any alteration. 
This function identifies the system and requires some
arguments to be supplied. Among them are the data, the order
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of the model, i.e. the structure of the system, the maximum 
number of iterations, the tolerance, the sampling time, and 
others. A special feature of the PEM routine is that it can 
be used for a large number of types of models and not only 
for different structures. Even the disturbance can be 
modelled. But during this investigation such features are 
not used.
The PEM routine uses an iterative Gauss-Newton algorithm 
to minimize a robustified quadratic prediction error 
criterion. The iterations can be terminated when either the 
maximum number of iterations is reached, when the Gauss- 
Newton vector, i.e. the gradient of the prediction error, has 
a norm less than the tolerance, or when a lower value of the 
criterion cannot be found, Ljung (1991) .
IV4, the four step instrumental variable methods is also 
a MatLab SIT routine that uses several arguments similar to 
PEM. This was described with more details in Chapter 3. 
This method does not require a tolerance or maximum number of 
iterations.
The simulation program, Taco II (Ren Hongmei, 1991) was 
used to perform all the simulation tests. The original 
program was changed by adding the dithers, which can be added 
to either the set points or to the controller outputs. The 
systems studied can be up to a 2 X 2 process. The models for 
each transfer function can be specified, the order cannot be 
larger than two for each of them. The noise added to the 
process can be white noise, a ramp, or any transfer function
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not greater than a second-order process. Taco II converts 
the continuous model to a discrete model, can be sampled at 
different sampling times, and different controllers can be 
used, but the controllers must be either PID or dynamic 
matrix control (DMC) types. The data is saved in a file 
whose name is specified by the user. The output file 
contains a matrix of the values of yx y2 ux u2 D2 D2 nx n2 for 
each of the sampling times, where nx and n2 are the 
disturbances.
Different functions from the MatLab System 
Identification Toolbox are used during the investigation as 
support material. New ones are created using built-in and m 
functions for fast analysis of the data. Some of them are 
presented in Appendix A.
4.6 Procedure of the Tests and the Analyses of the Data
A test consists of running the Taco II simulation 
program specifying a set of parameters. The most common 
parameters are:
Sampling Time 
Run Time 
Controllers
Manual or Auto and its Parameters 
Continuous Model of the Studied System 
Disturbance Models 
Type of Disturbance 
Dithers
Position, Magnitude, and Switching Interval
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File name for the data 
For each set of parameters, the results of a test are 
obtained. There are several conditions that are normally 
used and are not specified when the test is described except 
if they are changed, such as:
The tests are run to collect 1000 points meaning that 
the running time is 500 min if T=0.5 min and so on.
The position of the dithers are on the output of the 
controllers.
The white noise disturbance is added as a measurement 
noise, i.e. to the output of the process.
The sampling time is 0.5 min except when specified 
otherwise.
The standard deviation of the dither is given by D which 
can be interpreted as SNR or DNR because the std of all the 
disturbances is one.
The data collected from the simulation runs are the 
outputs, the inputs, the dithers, and the disturbances in 
that order. They are arranged in matrix form. The number of 
columns are eight, because each of the above entries has a 
pair, there are two outputs, two inputs, etc. The number of 
rows is 1000 because that is the number of samples taken, 
when the sampling time is 0.5 min and the run time is 500 
min.
The analysis of the data collected after a test is 
performed with MatLab. The code of the algorithm developed 
by us is presented in Appendix A, other routines used during
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the analysis from MatLab are not included, their descriptions 
are found in the respective manuals (MathWorks, Inc., 1989 
and Ljung, 1991) . The procedure for the analysis is as 
follows:
1. Only the first six columns of the matrix of the data 
are used during the analysis of a test. The disturbance, 
which is the last two columns of the matrix, are not used 
during the analysis. The standard deviation (std) of the 
disturbance is calculated in order to check that its std is 
close to one. The outputs and the inputs are observed to 
identify and remove outliers. The data are also trend i.e. 
the sample means are subtracted using the dtrend function 
from MatLab SIT (Ljung, 1991). For the simulation data this 
step is omitted but for real plant data this is necessary.
2. When the filters are used they are applied to the 
inputs, outputs and dithers of the data matrix at this time.
3. The different identification methods (PEM, IV4, IV4D, 
and IV4UP) are used to identify the process. The RPI values 
and the models for each of the identification methods are 
obtained.
4. A step test is performed on the model to observe its 
behavior. The idsim function of MatLab SIT is used. One 
step test is performed for each input-output pair of the 
process. These steps clearly show if the obtained model is 
unstable, the gain for the studied pair, and the dynamics of 
the step response, i.e., oscillatory or a first-order step 
response.
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5. A residual analysis which consists of the observation 
of the autocorrelation function of the residuals, the 
crosscorrelation function of the inputs and the residuals, 
and the residuals is performed. The function resid of MatLab 
SIT is used.
The procedure is the general one for system 
identification discussed in detail in Chapter 2. When the 
structure of the model is unknown an iterative procedure has 
to be performed in order to find the structure that best 
describes the process. For the simulation results we know 
the structure or order of the model. For real plant data the 
order is assumed first- or second-order and the delay time is 
changed to get the best model that can describe the analyzed 
data. The step responses, the loss function, the final 
prediction error (only for PEM), and the residuals analyses 
are the elements that help to figure out what is the best 
model structure that describe the process.
4.7 Summary
The characteristics of one of the studied processes are 
given in along with several definitions and explanations, the 
other processes, whose characteristic are summarized in 
Appendix B, are only mentioned briefly. The features of the 
implements that affect the process such as controllers, 
dithers, and disturbances are described. The Run Performance 
Index (RPI) , which is the variable that describes the 
goodness of an identification result, is defined. The 
different tools used during the tests and the analyses such
as the simulation program, the filters, and the routine of 
the identification methods are described. Finally, the 
procedure of the performed tests and the way the analyses of 
the data were accomplished are presented.
Chapter 5
Performance of Different Identification Methods 
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the results of four identification 
methods are compared when they are used to identify a linear 
time-invariant process which is studied under several 
conditions. These four algorithms are the Prediction Error 
Method (PEM), the Four-Step Instrumental Variable Method 
(IV4), the Four-Step Instrumental Variable Method using the 
Dither in the instrument (IV4D), and the Four-Step 
Instrumental Variable Method using the filtered dither, 
referred as up, in the instrument {IV4UP) . Each section 
discusses a specific set of experimental conditions. Details 
of these conditions and definition of terms used during the 
discussion had been given in Chapter 4. The main purpose of 
this chapter is to show how the IV4D and IV4UP algorithms, 
designed for the identification of multivariable closed-loop 
systems, perform when compared to the IV4 method, designed 
for open-loop, and PEM.
5.2 Noise-Free and Open-Loop System
Several aspects are discussed in this section: the
effect of the number of significant digits on the performance 
of all the identification methods, the effect of the dither 
size in the identification of a noise-free open-loop process, 
and the effect of the tolerance used in the Prediction Error 
Method, PEM. Process P4 (see section 4.2 for a detailed
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description) is studied with the controller in manual, no 
noise added, applying different dither sizes, and saving the 
data with two different numbers of significant digits.
5.2.1 Effect of Significant Digits and Dither Size
Table 5.1 shows the results given in terms of the Run 
Performance Index (RPI) for three identification methods. 
The letter D in Table 5.1 stands for the size of the two 
dithers, i.e. the standard deviation, which is the same for 
both dithers. The units of the dithers are the same as the 
units of the inputs they are added to. Note that in the 
simulation tests the inputs do not have units. The PEM 
results are obtained using a tolerance of 0.001 and a maximum 
number of iterations of 40, the reason for these parameter 
values is given later.
First we examine how the number of significant digits 
affects the identification results. When a test is 
performed, the simulation program saves the data in a file to 
be analyzed later by the identification program. The number 
of significant digits (SD) used to save the data were 5, due 
to the unexpected results obtained the SD was increased to
11. This number of significant digits is the number of 
digits for each one of the entries of the data file. Table
5.1 shows in its second column the number of significant 
digits that the data have when it is analyzed.
In our studies the number of significant digits used 
during the tests is kept at 11 which has shown to be above 
the minimum number necessary to keep consistent
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Table 5.1 RPI o£ PEM, IV4, and IV4D Using Different 
Significant Digits and Dither Sizes for Noise-Free, Open-Loop 
Si=10 Samples, Process P4___________________________
D SD
RPI
PEM IV4 IV4D
0.1 11 6 . 784e-8 1.484e-9 1.484e-9
12 11 6.783e-8 1.48e-9 1.48e-9
1 5 5.217e-7 1.396e-G 1 .396e-6
4 5 1.211e-6 1. 996e-6 1.996e-6
8 5 4.616e-7 5 .761e-7 5.761e-7
12 5 2.903e-6 1.196e-6 1.196e-6
SD=significant digits, D=standard deviation of dither
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identification results. Using a larger number of significant 
digits improves the results and the RPI becomes constant for 
different dither sizes, which is the expected result due to 
the linear nature of the studied process and the absence of 
noise, as observed from Table 5.1. Therefore, all the 
results presented in the following sections are based on data 
that have eleven significant digits in order to avoid large 
variations due to rounding off errors.
As expected the IV4D and IV4 algorithms give the same 
RPI for a given dither size. The only inputs used in both of 
them are the dithers. The controller is in manual and thus 
its output signal is constant. For open-loop the inputs to 
the process u are equal to the dithers D making both 
algorithms the same. The IV4UP is not studied in this 
section because it is designed for closed-loop only and the 
controller parameters are necessary for its implementation.
5.2.2 Effect of Tolerance and Number of Iterations of PEH
Table 5.2 shows how the tolerance affects the results of 
PEM. The RPI are different if the tolerance is different. 
The iterations terminate when the norm of the Gauss-Newton 
vector is less than the tolerance. The smaller the tolerance 
the better the RPI, which is a expected result because the 
final difference between the last two estimates is smaller. 
The smaller tolerance is chosen because the results of PEM 
and the other identification methods are closer in their 
numerical values. We want to compare the identification 
methods under similar conditions as much as possible.
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Table 5.2 RPI Results of PEM Using Different Tolerances for 
Noise-Free, Open-Loop, D=12, Si=10 Samples, Process P4
Analysis 1 3
Tol 0.01 0 . 001
# Iter 3 4
RPI 1.851e-4 6.783e-8
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5.3 Noise-Free and Closed-Loop System
In this section we discuss the effect of the dither 
size, the controller, and switching interval of the dithers 
on the identification of a system with no noise and under 
closed-loop operation, and the effect of the number of
iterations on the performance of the PEM method. Process P4, 
presented in chapter 4, is studied applying different dither 
sizes, different controllers, and different dither switching 
intervals.
5.3.1 Effect of Dither Size and Controllers
Table 5.3 shows the RPI results of the four
identification methods, PEM, IV4, IV4D, and IV4UP for only
two dither sizes, 4 and 12, and when two different
controllers, PID41 and PID42, are used. PID42 is tighter 
tuned, i.e., larger controller gains, than PID41. Other 
runs, not shown here, using other different dither sizes give 
similar results. Figure 5.1 shows in a graphic form the 
effect of four controllers (arranged from tight to loose,
i.e. PID42, PID41, PID43, and PID44) on the RPI values of the 
four identification methods for the noise-free system. PID43 
and PID44 have the same controller gains but they are smaller 
than the ones for PID41 and PID42. PID43 and PID44 are
different in their derivative times. The parameters of these 
controllers are given in Appendix B. The numerical values to 
construct Figure 5.1 are presented in Appendix C, along with 
most of the data used to create the figures shown in this 
dissertation.
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Table 5.3 RPI for Noise-Free Closed-Loop Process P4, Using 
Different Dither Size and Controllers PID41 and PID42
D
RPI
PEM IV4 IV4D IV4UP
PID41
4 4.048e-7 1.471e-9 2 .448e-9 1.471e-9
12 4.049e-7 1.44e-9 3.016e-9 1.438e-9
PID42
4 1,447e-9 1.428e-9 2.46e-9 1.43e-9
12 1.445e-9 1.445e-9 1.966e-9 1.444e-9
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Figure 5.1 The Effect of Different Controllers on the RPI 
Results for NoiBe-Free, D=8, Si=10 Samples, Process P4.
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IV4 and IV4UP have the same RPI values when different 
dither sizes and controllers are used, the dither size effect 
is observed from Table 5.3 and the controller effect is 
observed from both Figure 5.1 and Table 5.3. This shows that 
these two algorithms are not affected by the dither sizes and 
controller parameters in a noise-free system. Notice that 
IV4 and IV4UP perform excellent for closed-loop noise-free 
systems, having lower RPI values than PEM. However IV4D 
varies with both factors, but the variation is small, i.e. 
less than an order of magnitude, as seen from Figure 5.1.
Notice from Figure 5.1 that the best identification or 
lowest RPI value is obtained with the IV4D algorithm when 
PID44 is used. This is a loosely tuned controller when 
compared to the others. The derivative time is larger when 
compared to that of PID43 which has the same controller gain. 
This could indicate that this algorithm can work better for 
loosely tuned controllers in the absence of noise.
PEM has similar RPI results for different dither sizes 
for a given controller. It seems that PEM's performance is 
affected by the controller, but from Figure 5.1a pattern can 
not be established.
The loosely tuned controller allows the deviation caused 
by the dither to last longer than a tightly tuned controller 
would. Therefore, because the output contains more response 
of the process to the dither, the data obtained have more 
information about the process. It is interesting to observe 
that identification methods such as IV4D and PEM that not
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account for the feedback controller are more affected by the 
tuning of the controllers.
5.3.2 Effect of the Number of Iterations of PEM
Table 5.4 presents the RPI results of a run performed 
with process P4, using D=12, si=10 samples, no noise added, 
and operating in closed-loop with controller PID41. This run 
is analyzed using PEM with different values of the maximum 
number of iterations (M# Iter) and tolerance. Prom Table 5.4 
it is observed that for closed-loop the number of iterations 
needed to obtain better RPI result is larger. Ten iterations 
are not enough for closed-loop identification with PEM. 
Therefore all the PEM results presented in this investigation 
and in the following sections are obtained using a maximum 
number of iterations equal to 40 in order to avoid the lack 
of convergence of PEM to the best result possible due to the 
small maximum number of iterations used.
The same results are obtained for different tolerances 
when enough number of iterations are allowed to be performed. 
The tolerance seems not to affect RPI for this particular set 
of data, because the norm of the Gauss-Newton vector 
decreases from a number larger than 0.01 to one smaller than
0.001 in one iteration. This does not always happen.
5.3.3 Effect of Switching Interval of the Dither
Figure 5.2 presents the RPI results of the four 
identification methods in a graphic form. A semilog graph is 
used so that more details about the changes can be observed. 
These RPI results were obtained when the switching interval
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Table 5.4 RPI Results of PEM Using Different Tolerances and 
Maximum Number of Iterations for Noise-Free, Close-Loop, 
PID41, D=12, Si=10 Samples, Process P4
Analysis 1 2 3 4
Tol 0.001 0 . 01 0. 001 0 . 01
#Iter 15 15 10 10
M#Iter 40 40 10 10
RPI 4 . 049e-7 4 .049e-7 0.3527 0.3527
M#Iter=maximum number of iterations
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(si) of the dither was changed, PID41 was the controller, no 
noise was added, and the std of the dither was 4 (D=4).
The RPI values of IV4 and IV4UP look like a flat line, 
indicating that the si does not affect the RPI obtained by 
these algorithms in a noise-free system. IV4D varies a 
little.
PEM is extensively affected by the change of si. RPI 
values change about three orders of magnitude for different 
si values. From previous experience it is known that
differencing the data can improve the results of PEM. 
Difference is performed by applying n(i)=n(i+1)-n(i) to the 
data, where n(i) is the new value used during the
identification, the number of data points is reduced by one,
i.e., N-l. All the data inputs, outputs, and dithers are 
differenced when differencing. When differencing was
performed the results of PEM did not improve in the sense 
that the oscillations are still present, see Figure 5.3.
Differencing the data for the other identification 
methods did not improve the identifications. Usually the 
data must be differenced when there is a slow disturbance 
present such as a drift (non-stationary system).
5.4 Closed-Loop System with White Noise
In this section, the identification of process P4 is 
studied when it is operating in closed-loop with white noise. 
The effect of the sampling time, the switching interval, and 
size of the dithers are studied in detail. The dither size 
effect is investigated as the effect of the signal-to-noise
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ratio or more precise dither-to-noise ratio (DNR) which is 
the standard deviation of the dither because the standard 
deviation of the white noise is unity. Finally the 
performance of the three identification methods is compared 
when four different controllers are used.
The original idea was to compare IV4 with the other 
methods. But its performance for our noisy closed-loop 
system is so poor that its results are not included neither 
in this section nor in the following ones. The obtained RPI 
values are large and many times the obtained models are 
unstable, that is, if used in any application to represent 
the process they would grow without bounds.
Notice that the magnitude of the RPI values given for 
the noise-free system in the previous section are of the 
order of 10"7 or lower. The results presented in this section 
are several orders of magnitude higher. These are typical 
values for noisy systems. The desired RPI values are less 
than 0.10 or 10% of error in the estimated gains, as 
explained in section 4.3.
5.4.1 Effect of the Sampling Time
The effect of the sampling time is studied in this
section. Three simple runs were performed using three 
sampling times, i.e. 0.25, 0.5, and 1 min. Process P4, with
white noise, DNR=8, si=5 min, and controller PID41, is
identified by all the identification methods.
The results of the studied sampling times are presented 
in Figure 5.4. From the figure it is observed that the best
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sampling time for identification for the studied set is 0.5 
min. All the RPI values for all the identification methods 
are at their lowest point for T=0.5 min. It is known from 
theory that the sampling time should be about 1/15 to 1/5 of 
the dominant time constant. The dominant time constant of 
process P4 is 7 min, hence T=0.5 min is 1/14 the dominant 
time constant of the process which is inside the recommended 
range.
Therefore the sampling time used for most of this 
investigation is 0.5 min, that is the best choice as 
concluded from the results shown in Figure 5.4.
5.4.2 Effect of the Dither Switching Interval
Figure 5.5 presents the RPI values obtained by the three 
identification methods when the switching interval si of the 
dither changes during closed-loop operation in a noisy 
environment for P4. The magnitude of the dither is kept 
constant at DNR=12 and the controller used is PID41.
The method that performs best is PEM, whose results 
oscillate but its largest RPI is less than 0.2. Under noisy 
closed-loop conditions PEM is more stable giving less 
variation in the RPI values than when si is varied in a 
noise-free closed-loop system as observed in Figure 5.2. RPI 
values for IV4D oscillate too but around 0.5, having the 
lowest point of RPI for si=10 samples. IV4UP also has the 
lowest RPI value at si=10 samples. With noise present the 
behavior of the results of all the identification methods 
changes. For the noise-free system there was no interaction
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between RPI and si for IV4UP, very small for IV4D, and very 
large for PEM.
Having different si is to have a different frequency 
content in the input signal. This is because when si is 
changed the type of dither changes also, i.e. both the number 
of switches and duration of dithers change. A too short 
switching interval of the dither results in a smaller 
magnitude on the output variation because the dither is too 
fast relative to the process time constant. The process 
needs to see the dither for a long time in order to respond 
to it. Too long an interval allows the controller to offset 
the effect of the dither so that there is very little 
dynamics information on the response.
For process P4 the time constants of the process are 7 
and 3.2 min. A switching interval of 10 samples means that 
the minimum time to change is 5 min when the sampling time is 
half a minute, i.e. T=0.5 min. As mentioned before, IV4D and 
IV4UP have their lowest RPI at si=lO samples. For PEM the 
lowest RPI=0.02759 is when si=8 meaning 4 min needed for a 
switch to occur. All these results could indicate that si 
measured in units of time should be a little less than the 
dominant time constant, e.g. an si equal to 5 min when it is 
known that t=7 min for P4.
Therefore it is important to choose the correct si value 
in order to obtain reliable results ensuring a good 
identification. The previous results indicate that the 
switching interval should be less than the dominant time
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constant of the process. Particularly for process P4 si 
equal to 10 samples is the best choice.
5.4.3 Effect of Dither-to-Noise Ratio
Figure 5.6 shows the RPI results of the three 
identification methods as the DNR increases using PID41. As 
expected, the larger the magnitude of the dither the better 
PEM, IV4D, and IV4UP identify the system, i.e. RPI decreases, 
as the DNR increases. The lowest RPI is for IV4UP which 
behaves very well under noisy closed-loop conditions. PEM 
and IV4D give good identification, their RPI numerical values 
are close to those of IV4UP with large DNR. Up to now both 
new IV algorithms identify the system for which they were 
designed.
Figure 5.7 shows the PPI, parameter performance index, 
for the same tests shown in Figure 5.6 for RPI, closed-loop, 
using controller PID41, white noise, and changing the DNR. 
A semilog plot is used for better resolution. The numerical 
values of PPI are usually smaller than those for RPI. This 
can be observed in Appendix C which contains the numerical 
values used to create the graphs.
The behavior of the PPI for the different identification 
methods is similar to the RPI's, i.e. better identification 
as the DNR increases. The PPI values of IV4UP increase first 
and then decrease as the RPI values did. PEM also shows a 
similar change in the PPI values but not in the RPI values. 
The RPI or PPI values of IV4D did not show an increase for 
controller PID41 at a low DNR as they did for PEM and IV4UP.
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It has sometimes been observed that the PPI values do 
not change at all and that the RPI values do change. This is 
expected because the gains are susceptible to small changes 
of the parameters a's and b's. Small changes on these 
parameters can cause large changes in the estimated gain, but 
no appreciable change in the PPI. Most of the results 
presented in this research are RPI values because we are 
interested to find a good identification of the gains of the 
process. In addition, the observation of the results of a 
step test performed to the model indicates easily if the 
dynamics of the process has been well identified.
Figure 5.8 shows how the RPI varies as the DNR 
increases when the PID42 controller, which is a tighter 
controller than PID41, is used. All the other conditions of 
this test are the same as for test whose results are 
presented in Figure 5.6. The RPI for PEM, IV4D, and IV4UP 
decreases as DNR increases. The RPI values are higher for 
PID42 than for PID41. This may be due to the tightness of 
PID42, allowing less information to be contained in the data. 
Notice that IV4D has an increase of RPI at DNR=4 as IV4UP did 
for controller PID41 at the same DNR=4. At least this has 
not been observed at larger standard deviation of the dither.
From Figure 5.6 and 5.8 the dither-to-noise ratio 
recommended should be DNR=8 or larger because from that point 
on, the identification tends to give a RPI of 0.1 or less. 
The main idea behind this recommendation is to obtain a 
better identification without unduly upsetting the process
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and keeping a non-linear process inside the linearization 
range, although in these tests the process is linear. Notice 
that at or above DNR=8 and for the two controllers the three 
methods PEM, IV4D, and IV4UP give good identification and are 
similar in their performance.
5.4.4 Effect of Different Controllers
Figure 5.9 shows graphically how different controllers 
affect the results of the three identification methods. The 
system has white noise, DNR=8, si=10 samples, and T=0.5 min. 
They are in order of tightness (controllers with larger 
controller gains are first) PID42, PID41, PID43, and PID44.
The method that best identifies the process is IV4UP 
which for all the four controllers gives the lowest RPI 
values. The next best method is IV4D. Using PID42 the RPI 
of IV4D is greater than 0.1, for the other three controllers 
the identification was better, i.e. RPI smaller than 0.1. 
PEM has its lowest RPI value close to 0.2 which is at least 
a 20% error in the gains of the model. The order of 
variation is no more than three times larger and stays within 
the same order of magnitude as opposed to one hundred times 
as observed previously for PEM in Figure 5.1 for the noise- 
free system. Notice that PEM does better for larger dither 
sizes when using PID41 and PID42 as was shown in Figures 5.6 
and 5.8.
Therefore, the two algorithms created for closed-loop 
system identification, IV4UP and IV4D work in an acceptable 
way and they can compete with PEM in a noisy closed-loop
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system. The choice of DNR and si will affect the obtained 
results, its choice has to be made with estimation of the 
standard deviation of the noise and previous knowledge of the 
process, which is an unavoidable situation.
5.5 Dithers on the Set Point o£ the Controllers
This section presents a brief investigation of how the 
position of the dithers affect the identification of the 
process. All the identification results presented up to now 
are obtained when the dithers are added to the output of the 
controllers as shown in Figures 3.1 and 4.1. Another 
possibility is to add the dithers to the set point of the 
controllers instead.
The IV4UP cannot be used when the dither is added to the 
set point of the controller. Another version was obtained, 
using equations 3.22 through 3.24 in order to get up2 and up2 
expressed in term of vx and v2. These new relations are used 
instead of the relations of upx and up2 in terms of Dj and D2 
in the development of the algorithm in subsection 3.4.2, this 
is called IV4UP special. In these equations vx and v2 
represent the set point of the controllers where the dither 
is added. Up! and up2 are the noise-free input part of the 
instruments obtained from the closed-loop transfer functions 
between the dither and the input to the process. In fact 
this type of approach, i.e. using the dither on the set 
point, is the main idea of Soderstrom et al. (1987).
Figure 5.10 shows the RPI values obtained from the three 
identification methods for two tests where the dithers are
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added at different positions. Process P4 is used with si=10 
samples and controller PID41. For the dither added to the 
output of the controller DNR=8 and for the dither added to 
the set point DNR=1. In this way the standard deviation 
(std) of the outputs are close to each other, i.e. for the 
dithers on the output of the controllers the std of the 
outputs are for y^l.88 and y2=1.56 and for the dithers on the 
set points the std of the outputs are y^l.44 and y2=1.32.
Arranged from the best to the worst performance methods 
when the dithers are added to the controllers output we have 
IV4UP, IV4D, and PEM. When the dither is added to the set 
point PEM gives the best RPI. IV4UP special and IV4D did not 
perform very well. When the dither is added to the set point 
the controllers try to bring the process to the new set 
point. For IV4D it could cause that most of the changes 
observed in the output to be due to the changes caused by the 
control action rather that the changes that the dither can 
cause directly on the process. For IV4UP the algorithm 
should work because it takes in consideration the 
controllers. Notice that the IV4UP identification is a 
little better than for IV4D.
Therefore the best identification from IV4D and IV4UP 
can be obtained when the dither is added to the output of the 
controllers. PEM's performance is good and behaves better 
when the dither is added to the SP rather than to the output 
of the controllers, even when the dithers have small sizes.
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5.6 Other Disturbances In Closed-Loop
In this section the effect of different disturbances on 
the performance of the identification methods is studied. Up 
to now the only disturbance used has been white noise, added 
as a measurement noise, i.e., added to the output of the 
process. The disturbances studied in this section are the 
same white noise going through a first order transfer 
function with four different time constants Tn = 0.3, 8, 30, 
and 70 min added also at the output of the process. We also 
study the addition of the white noise to the output of the 
controllers. The standard deviation of all the disturbances 
have been kept at the value of one by multiplying the noise 
by a constant which is obtained by first running the program 
without that constant. This multiplication is made in one of 
the units of the main simulation program.
5.6.1 Correlated Noise
Figure 5.11 shows the appearance of four of the 
disturbances added at the output of the process in the 
interval 200 to 250 min, this portion is representative of 
the complete interval. It is observed that the disturbances 
with Tn=8 and 70 min are correlated, they have certain 
pattern, therefore they are also referred as correlated 
noise. The disturbance with Tn=30 min is also correlated, 
but this is not shown in the Figure 5.11 for the sake of 
clarity. The white noise, Tn=0 and the disturbance of Tn=0.3 
min are very much alike. We will see how the different 
identification methods perform under such conditions.
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Using controller PID41, process P4 is studied under the 
influence of the five types of disturbances mentioned 
previously on the output of the process. Figure 5.12 
presents the RPI values obtained by the three identification 
methods when DNR=8 and si=10 samples.
From Figure 5.12 it is observed that the RPI values of 
IV4UP and IV4D are lower than those of PEM for all the range 
of Tn. The best RPI of IV4D is at Tn=70 min and for IV4UP is 
at Tn=0 min. For white noise and small Tn the disturbance 
jumps quite a bit as observed from Figure 5.11. The 
controllers try to keep the system on its set point and take 
a more aggressive action than when a slow disturbance is 
present.
The IV4UP algorithm takes into consideration the 
movement of the controllers and therefore it seems that IV4UP 
can identify better the system with white noise. For systems 
with correlated noise IV4UP seems not to be greatly affected, 
i.e., for changes of Tn from 0.3 to 70 min the largest 
difference of the RPI is 0.04.
The correlated noise causes slow changes to the system 
thus the controller actions become smooth, then the output of 
the process contains more response to the dither than to the 
controller action. Therefore IV4D should identify better the 
system when correlated disturbance is present, indeed this is 
the case.
Therefore both IV methods, IV4D and IV4UP, seem not to 
be greatly affected by the correlation of the noise. The
113
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type of the noise causes a little performance deterioration 
for both methods but not so bad. PEM is consistent enough 
even though its disturbance model is not changed.
5.6.2 Noise in the Output of the Controller
The other studied disturbance is the addition of the 
white noise to the output of the controller. The appearance 
of the effect of this disturbance is presented in Figure 
5.13. In addition, Figure 5.13 shows the white noise added 
at the output of the process for comparison purposes. The 
white noise in the output of the controller looks as a slow 
disturbance added to the output of the process.
The test is performed adding the white noise to the 
output of the controllers using P4 with DNR=8, si=10 samples, 
and the controller PID41. Figure 5.14 presents the RPI 
results of all the identification methods for the two 
positions of the white noise when it is added to the output 
of the process as a measurement noise or to the output of the 
controller. The performance of all the methods deteriorate 
when there is noise in the output of the controller.
Therefore the identification methods do not perform well 
when the noise is in the controller output. For IV4D and 
IV4UP, the disturbance is to have another dither without 
using it during the step of identification, thus all the 
information needed is not supplied during the analysis 
because it is unknown. It is assumed that the input that we 
measured during the test is formed by the output of the 
controller, the white noise, and the dither. Notice that RPI
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of PEM is increased by a fraction while the RPI values of 
IV4UP and IV4D increase by about three times their previous 
values.
5.7 Filtering Noisy Closed-Loop Data
In this section how the identification of the process 
can be improved by the filtering of the data is investigated. 
Two filters were studied, the exponential and the moving 
average filters, whose implementation is given in Chapter 4. 
Each of these filters has a parameter (m) which needs to be 
specified when they are applied. Its numerical value 
indicates, for the exponential filter, the fraction of the 
filtered value that is formed by the unfiltered data, so when 
m=l there is no filter. For the moving average filter, the 
parameter indicates how many past data points are used to 
obtain the filtered value.
The first step was to apply the filters using different 
parameter values in order to find out how their values affect 
the identification and which value, if any, improves the 
identification. As mentioned in Chapter 4 the filter is 
applied off-line. The filter with different values for its 
parameter was applied to the same set of data obtained from 
a simulation run. Six simulation runs were studied having 
different disturbances such as white noise, correlated noise 
as discussed in section 5.6 (Tn = 0.3, 8, 30, and 70 min), 
and white noise added to the output of the controller.
Figures 5.15 presents the RPI values obtained by 
identifying the process with each of the identification
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methods after the exponential filter is applied to a set of 
data (outputs, inputs, and dither) . The set of data is 
obtained by adding white noise to process P4, with DNR=8, 
si=10 samples, and controller PID41. The abscissa of the 
graph is the filter parameter which at the value of one is as 
no having filter.
From Figure 5.15 IV4D and IV4UP are well behaved, that 
is, the RPI values change in a smooth way with the filter 
parameter. Notice that the improvement of identification is 
small for both IV4UP and IV4D. This improvement occurs for 
m=0.25 approximately for both algorithms. This means that 
the best identification was obtained when the point consisted 
of only 25% of unfiltered data. Meanwhile PEM behaves in a 
random way where the RPI values change without pattern.
Process P4 was studied with four correlated noise (Tn= 
0.3, 8, 30, and 70 min). The behavior of the three
identification methods (PEM, IV4UP, and IV4D) as function of 
the exponential filter parameter for Tn=0.3 and 8.0 min is 
similar to the one observed in Figure 5.15 when white noise 
was added to P4. However some of the values of the filter 
parameter which improve the identification change.
Figure 5.16 shows the RPI results obtained from a 
similar test of Figure 5.15 except that the disturbance to 
process P4 is a correlated noise with Tn=30 min. The RPI of 
all the identification methods have smooth changes when the 
exponential filter parameter is changed. A similar behavior 
was observed for Tn=70 and even for white noise on the output
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of the controller. This clearly indicates that the 
exponential filter effect on the improvement of the 
identification is small for correlated noise disturbances 
with time constant Tn=3 0 and 70 min.
Table 5.5 shows the exponential parameter values or 
ranges at which the best improvement of the identification 
was obtained for the different disturbances studied. Table 
5.6 shows the RPI change for the exponential parameter at 
which the best improvement was obtained. A value of 0.05 in 
Table 5.6 means that the RPI decreased 0.05, it does not 
means that RPI is equal to 0.05. The double asterisks are 
for RPI values that became smaller than 0.1 after the use of 
the filter. Single asterisks are for values of RPI that were 
less than 0.1 before filtering and still got better. The 
numbers with no asterisks are improvement in the 
identification but the RPI values are still above 0.1.
The exponential filter improves the identification 
obtained by IV4D when white noise or correlated noise with 
small time constants (Tn=0.3 and 8 min) are present. For 
correlated noise with Tn=30 and 70 min the exponential filter 
is not necessary. However when white noise is present in the 
output of the controller the filter is very useful.
IV4UP is the identification method that is less affected 
by the parameter of the exponential filter under the 
influence of the different types of disturbances, i.e. it 
shows the smallest changes of RPI in Table 5.6 for a given 
disturbance. It is known from Table 5.5 that if the
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Table 5.5 Exponential Filter Parameter Range for Improved 
Identification of Process P4 Under the Effect of Different 
Disturbances
Disturbances PEM IV4D IV4UP
White Noise - 0.25 0.2 - 0.25
Tn=0.3 min - 0.25 0.2
Tn=8 min - 0.05 - 0.15 0.2
Tn=30 min 0.45 - 0.70 0 .15 0 . 05
Tn=70 min 0.45 - 0.85 No filter 0 . 05
WN on CO 0.15 0 . 05 0 .1
WN on CO means W tiite Noise on Controller Output, exponential
parameter equal to 0 is total filter
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Table 5.6 RPI Change for the Exponential Filter Parameter 
Range of Table 5.7 of Process P4 Under the Effect of 
Different Disturbances
Disturbances PEM IV4D IV4UP
White Noise - 0.047* 0.024*
Tn=0.3 min - 0.067** 0.056*
Tn=8 min - 0.058** 0.017*
Tn=30 min 0 . 084 0.028* 0.016
Tn=70 min 0.042 No filter 0.028**
WN on CO 0 . 060 0.19** 0.029
WN on CO means White Noise on Controller Out]put
** RPI improved to a value lower than 0.1 
* RPI value lower than 0.1 before filtered
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exponential filter is used, the filter parameter m should be 
0.25 or smaller. For IV4UP, this range is the one that 
improves identification for all the disturbances studied.
A definite recommendation can not be given for PEM when 
uncorrelated noise is present because the exponential 
parameter can have any value. However for correlated noise 
(Tn=30 and 70 min) PEM showed an improvement in the
identification for a given range, 0.45 and up, of the
exponential filter parameter. This range increases as the Tn 
value increases. But the improvement of RPI is small, and as 
mentioned before, the exponential filter does not greatly 
affect the identification of systems with correlated noise.
Figure 5.17 shows the RPI values obtained by the
identification methods after the average filter is applied to 
the same data used for Figure 5.15, process P4 with white 
noise. The average filter uses past data (see section 4.4), 
that is, it is not a middle average filter as could be used 
for off-line application. The use of past data introduces 
dead time, which could explain its unpredictable behavior, so 
we recommend not to use it. The results of using the moving 
average filter with other disturbances were similar to those 
shown in Figure 5.17.
5.8 Other Processes
The main purpose of this section is to investigate how 
the algorithms perform when other processes are studied.
Many processes can be chosen but only two more were selected. 
Both of these selected processes having the same structure,
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and each has specific characteristics to provide insight to 
the behavior of the algorithms.
These two new processes are process P6 and P7. Process 
P6 has a ratio of singular values close to 70. Process P7 
has the poles of its discrete model farther from one than the 
poles of P4 . A detailed description are given in Appendix B.
5.8.1 Process P6
Process P6 has the same time constants and delay times 
of process P4, but different gains. This process is studied 
with the presence of white noise and using a dither similar 
to the one used for process P4, that is, DNR=8 and si = 10 
samples, for the sampling time of 0.5 min. The controller 
used, PID62, has a closed-loop time constant of 5 min similar 
to the one used for controller PID43 or PID44. This process 
P6 is identified very well by all the methods. The RPI 
obtained by PEM, IV4D, and IV4UP are 0.0471, 0.03 87, and
0.00498, respectively.
The best method was IV4UP followed by IV4D and then PEM 
all having a RPI less than 0.05. The fact that the std of 
and y2 were 1.599 and 26.867 for P6 may explain the good 
identification results that were obtained. The controller 
that was used was not very effective in controlling output 
two, y2. This type of problem is characteristic of a process 
with such large ratio of singular values.
5.6.2 ProcesB P7
Process P7 has the same gains and delay times as process 
P4 but different time constants. The dominant time constant
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is 2.1 min. This process is studied with white noise and the 
DNR used is 8. The poles of this process are farther from 
one than the poles of P4, which should make the gains less 
sensitive to errors in the estimated parameters. This is the 
case, the RPI values obtained for this process are very good 
for many experimental conditions, such as loose and tight 
controller, different sampling times, and different switching 
intervals.
Table 5.7 shows the RPI values obtained for the 
identification of P7 when two different controllers are used. 
PID71 is a loose controller with a closed-loop time constant 
tc of 5 min and PID72 is tight with t c=1 min. The largest 
difference of the RPI values is for IV4D and the difference 
is 0.0084, less than 1% error. For all purposes the 
controllers do not affect the identification of P7, even 
though the smallest RPI values are for the loose controller.
Table 5.8 shows the identification results of P7 for two 
different sampling times, i.e. 0.5 and 0.25 min. The 
controller used is PID72, DNR=8 and the switching interval of 
the dither is 5 min. Again the results are good and the 
differences between the RPI are not large. This results 
indicate that the sampling time range studied does not 
greatly affect the identification of P7. For both sampling 
times the poles of the system are farther from 1 than those 
of P4. The poles of P7 are closer to one for T=0.25 min and 
notice that the largest RPI occurs with that sampling time.
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Table 5.7 Effect of Different Controllers on the RPI Results
for P7 with White Noise, DNR=8, Si=5 min, and T=0.5 min
Controller PEM IV4D IV4UP
PID71 0 .0208 0.0113 0.013
PXD72 0.0263 0.0197 0.0145
Table 5.8 Effect of Different Sampling on the RPI Results for 
P7 with White Noise, DNR=8, Si=5 min, and PID72
Sampling Time PEM IV4D IV4UP
0.5 min 0.0263 0.0197 0 . 0145
0.25 min 0 . 0618 0 . 0217 0.0604
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Table 5.9 presents the effect of two different switching 
intervals on the identification of process P7. The 
controller used is PID73, the DNR=8, and the sampling time is 
0.25 min. PID73 is a controller looser than PID72. Again 
the identification results are very good and similar, 
indicating the small effect of the switching interval on the 
identification of P7. Except for IV4D, the RPI values are 
considered not affected by the switching interval of the 
process.
Therefore the new instrumental variable algorithms and 
PEM kept high performance, i.e. smaller RPI when other 
processes are studied. It was confirmed that a better 
identification is obtained when the poles of the discrete 
model are far from one. It was also established that the 
effect of controller tuning, sampling time, and dither 
switching interval is small on process P7.
5.9 Study of the Dynamic Response
As mentioned in section 5.4.3, the dynamic results can 
be checked with PPI or with the response to a step test. The 
latter is easier to interpret and the only one available when 
a real process is studied. Figure 5.18 shows the responses 
to four step tests of each input to each output performed to 
the model obtained from process P4 with white noise, DNR=12, 
si=l0 samples, and controller PID42. From the figure it is 
clear that the dynamics are very well identified. The 
responses to the true model are shown for comparison 
purposes. The form of the curves are all the same for the
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Table 5.9 Effect of Different Switching Interval on the RPI
Results for P7 w:.th White Noise, DNR=8, T=0.25 min, and PID73
Switching
Interval
PEM IV4D IV4UP
5 min 0.0526 0.0198 0.0431
2.5 min 0.0491 0.0561 0.0438
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first 20 samples (10 min) . However all the gains are 
different some tending to be farther than others from the 
true values. For this run the RPI are 0.109, 0.135, and
0.0883 for PEM, IV4D, and IV4UP, respectively. Similarly the 
PPI values are 0.0196, 0.0231, and 0.0151 for PEM, IV4D, and 
IV4UP, respectively.
Some bad results in the gains are also accompanied by 
bad results of the dynamics, for example the system can not 
be well identified for small dither sizes. Most of the time 
the gains are hard to identify but the dynamics are not, as 
seen in Figure 5.18. But For the simulation runs the 
dynamics are or are not well identify because all the 
parameters that are used during identification to improve it 
such as structure of the model and preprocessing of the data, 
are irrelevant for the simulated runs because they are very 
well known.
5.10 Advantages and Disadvantages of IV4D and IV4UP
The IV4D and IV4UP algorithms work very well for many 
situations and their performance are similar. Their 
identification results are very similar to PEM's results. In 
this section we point out some of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two new algorithms.
The main advantage of IV4D is the fact that with little 
information a good identification can be performed. It does 
not need the description of the controller and the algorithm 
is easier to implement because it is simple. The dither is 
needed and it must be measured. It is not greatly affected
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by correlated noise. It can be used for open-loop 
identification.
The implementation of IV4UP tends to be tedious and it 
needs the representation of all the controllers. Notice the 
code of the algorithm given in Appendix A, which is 
complicated for a 2 X 2 system and it is more complicated for 
larger system, such as a 3 X 3. The relation from the 
dithers to each of the inputs of the process gets more 
complicated as the system is larger and more interaction 
exists. The calculations of up2 and up2 require at least the 
estimation of the model of all the parts of the process, 
because it takes into consideration the interactions for the 
multivariable system. It can be used only for closed-loop 
identification.
Judging from the advantages and disadvantages of IV4D 
and IV4UP mentioned above, the identification method we 
recommend is IV4D. Also IV4D is faster than PEM and this 
advantage becomes important for large systems.
5.11 Summary
The three identification methods, PEM, IV4D, and IV4UP, 
were studied comparing their performances while identifying 
process P4 studied under several experimental conditions. 
The identification results are presented as run performance 
index, RPI.
Several conclusions and recommendations are obtained 
regarding first, to the experimental design, and second, to 
the identification methods.
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The. following are the recommendations related to the 
experimental conditions:
• The sampling time is studied and we found out that the 
best choice is one fourteenth of the dominant time constant 
of the process.
• For noise-free linear processes, the RPI values are 
not changed when the dither sizes are changed, as expected 
for any of the identification methods. When noise is 
present, the dither-to-noise ratio is used to study the 
effect of the dither size on the identification. A DNR of 8 
or higher is recommended because all the identification 
methods perform well at 8 and at higher values.
• Except for PEM, the tuning of the controllers for 
noise-free systems does not affect the identification results 
of the other identification methods. For a noisy
environment, controllers tuned in a looser way are 
recommended for IV4D and IV4UP. A definite recommendation 
for PEM is not given with respect to the controllers because 
its RPI values do not exhibit any pattern.
• For noise-free systems, the effect of the switching 
interval of the dither on the identification results is 
negligible for IV4UP, significant for PEM, and small for 
IV4D. When there is noise present, the best switching 
interval for all the identification methods is one that is 
less than and close to the dominant time constant of the 
process. A too short switching interval of the dither 
results in a smaller magnitude on the output variation
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because the dither is too fast relative to the process time 
constant. The process needs to see the dither for a long 
time in order to respond to it. Too long an interval allows 
the controller to offset the effect of the dither so that 
there is very little dynamic information on the response.
• With respect to the addition of the dithers to the 
process, it is recommended that these be added at the output 
of the controllers for IV4D and IV4UP, and on the set point 
for PEM.
• Two other processes are studied. Process P6 is well 
identified but it is hard to control. Process P7 is well 
identified by all the methods and under different 
experimental conditions. This is attributed to the location 
of the poles of the process. The effect of controller 
tuning, sampling times, switching intervals of the dither is 
small and even negligible.
The following are the recommendations related to the 
identification methods:
• For simulation tests, when the data has to be 
transferred from the test to the analysis program, the data 
should be saved with as many significant digits as possible 
in order to avoid fluctuations of the identification results 
due to rounding off errors. In practice (with real plant 
data) this recommendation reduces to using as many 
significant digits as are available.
• When using the PEM function from Matlab, it is 
recommended to use a lower tolerance and higher maximum
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number of iterations than those used as default values in the 
PEM algorithm. This recommendation is in order to get the 
best identification possible with the given data and as close 
as possible to the results of the other identification 
methods.
• The IV methods, IV4D and IV4UP, are faster than PEM, 
an advantage that becomes evident when large systems are 
studied.
• Several different disturbances are added to the output 
of process P4 and we studied how they can affect the 
performance of the identification methods. It is found that 
the identification methods are not greatly affected when the 
noise is correlated. However, for white noise added to the 
output of the controller all the identification methods lost 
identifiability.
• Filters are studied to improve identification of noisy 
systems. The results of IV4D and IV4UP do not vary a lot 
with the use of the filters but certain improvement can be 
obtained during identification with the use of the 
exponential filter. The exponential filter has the best 
performance. The results obtained from the moving average 
filter are random, there is not a pattern from which a 
recommendation can be given.
• IV4 was also studied when the system was a noise-free 
process because its results for such conditions were as good 
as the other methods. For noisy closed-loop systems IV4 is 
not included as an identification method because its results
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were out of range when compared to the others and the models 
obtained were often unstable.
• Finally, a comparison of IV4D and IV4UP is presented 
were their advantages and disadvantages are given. It is 
recommended that IV4D be used due to its simplicity. Both 
methods proved that they can identify closed-loop 
multivariable system when additional test signals are used.
Chapter 6 
Real Plant Test 
€.1 Introduction
In this chapter a set of data from a real plant is 
studied. A simultaneous 4-dither closed-loop test on a 
reformer feed preparation column was performed at the Exxon 
Refinery in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The data are analyzed 
using three different identification methods: the dynamic
matrix identification DMI, (Cutler and Yocum, 1991), provided 
by the Exxon Refinery, the prediction error method PEM from 
MatLab System Identification Toolbox, and the instrumental 
variable using the dither IV4D developed during this 
investigation. There are also DMI results obtained for an 
open-loop test performed on the same column.
Both IV4D and PEM are described in more detail in 
Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. DMI is a numerical fit of 
the experimental data using more than 30 constants to 
describe the model of the studied process. The main two 
characteristics of this method are the use of a settling time 
during the analysis, and the filtering of the data. Due to 
the proprietary nature of this method, further description of 
the type of filter used is unavailable. The settling time 
used to obtain the results presented in this chapter is 180 
min and the filter is what the DMI implementation calls 
filter five. The DMI method is used by the Exxon Refinery 
and its results are included here for the purpose of comparison.
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6.2 Feed Preparation Plant and the Experiment Description
Figure 6.1 and 6.2 present a diagram of the lower and 
upper part, respectively, of the studied column. Only the 
basic information of the column needed to understand the 
experiment that was performed is included. Two dependent 
variables, T036 in the lower part of the column, and T923 in 
the upper part, are identified.
It is recommended that the number of dithers added to a 
process during the identification experiment be the same as 
the number of inputs that affect the output variables 
(Gustavsson, 1977) . This is not the situation for this test. 
The experiment was performed during normal closed-loop 
operation and only four dithers were added to F023, F927,
F937, and F924, F937 being the only one in the lower part of 
the column. The sampling time during the test is one minute. 
There are 2878 min of test, approximately 21 hours, 
available. For each of the outputs only those inputs with 
dither are considered as inputs. The other inputs, those 
without dither, are considered as disturbances during the 
identification.
For T036 only one manipulated variable F937 is used as 
input because it is the only one that has a dither. It is 
known that at least five independent variables can affect 
T036. This means that the use of five dithers to find all 
the gains for that output is necessary if a complete 
identification is desired. For T923 two inputs, F023 and 
F927, are used each one having a dither. T923 is affected
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F930
T036
7I\
F937
Figure 6.1 Lower Part of the Feed Preparation Column.
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Figure 6.2 Upper Part of the Feed Preparation Column.
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by six inputs, not all of them were dithered during the 
performed experiment.
Tables 6.1 through 6.3 show characteristics of the 
dithers, inputs, and pair of output-inputs necessary during 
the discussion of the results. Table 6.1 shows the magnitude 
and switching interval of the three dithers, which were used 
during the analyses. The switching intervals are given in 
units of minutes and not as samples because the sampling time 
is one min.
Table 6.2 presents two characteristics of the inputs to 
the process. The two ranges presented are the range of 
magnitude that the inputs change during the test and the 
sample interval at which the inputs were saturated. An input 
is saturated when a constraint value for that input variable 
is reached during the operating conditions. Therefore the 
value of the input to the process that comes out of the 
controller signals has a constant value until a new value 
inside the permissible range is set by the controller due to 
change of the operating conditions. Since we want to keep 
the confidentiality of the presented data, the given range 
values of magnitude are not the absolute values of the 
variables. This range is given to have an idea of the 
relative magnitude of inputs and dither sizes. The 
saturation range is used as the main indication of the part 
of the data eliminated during the analysis.
Table 6.3 shows the approximate time constant between 
the output-input pair so that the switching interval of the
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Table 6.1 Dithers Characteristics
Dither F937 F023 F927
Amplitude 1 0 . 5 2
(units) (KSCF/D) (KB/D) (KSCF/D)
Si (min) 29 11 27
Table 6.2 Inputs Characteristics
Input F937 F023 F927
Range of 
amplitude
-500 to 200 
(KSCF/D)
-7 to 7 
(KB/D)
-113 to 275 
(KSCF/D)
Saturated 
Range (min)
1065-1085
2350-2750
1670-1760 1-1200
2100-2878
Table 6.3 Characteristic of the Studied Pairs
Pair 
Output & Input
Approx. Time 
Constant (min)
Range of 
Data Used
T036 & F937 50 1-1000
T923 & F023 19 1200-1700
T923 & F927 20 1200-1700
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dithers and the time constants of the process can be 
compared. The time constants presented in Table 6.3 were 
estimated from the open-loop step responses by DMI from open- 
loop test data. Table 6.3 also shows the time range of the 
data used during the analyses, mainly based on the 
elimination of the saturation ranges of the inputs.
6.3 Results
The results in this chapter are presented as the gain 
between the output and the input variables. The order of the 
model used during the analyses is one for PEM and two for 
IV4D. Conventional wisdom dictates that most processes can 
be described by first- and second-order systems with dead 
time (Box and Jenkins, 1976). PEM allows to use a different 
denominator for each of the inputs in the transfer function 
specified by nfi=l, where i represents the ith input that 
affects the studied output (see equations 2.1 and 2.4 in 
Chapter 2) . Similarly nb^l is used to describe the order of 
the numerator of input i, see equation 2.3. For IV4D a 
second order model, i.e. na=2 representing the order of the 
denominator of the transfer function of all the inputs and 
nbi=2 for the order of the numerator of input i, is used to 
give the model more flexibility to represent the common 
denominator of more than one input.
The delay time used for both PEM and IV4D 
identifications was changed during analysis trying to obtain 
the best possible model with the given data. A good fit was 
considered when the step response of the model was a good
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one, i.e., no inverse, unbound, or oscillatory response. The 
autocorrelation of the residuals was observed. The DMI delay 
times are estimated from the open-loop step responses of the 
models obtained by DMI with the open- and closed-loop data, 
respectively.
Identification results for T036 are shown in Table 6.4 
as estimated gains between output T036 and input F937. First 
the DMI results for the open-loop data are presented followed 
by the results obtained by analyzing the closed-loop data 
with DMI, PEM, and IV4D. Except for the result of the 
closed-loop data analyzed by DMI which is 100 times smaller 
than the open-loop DMI result, all the other results are very 
good because all of them are very close to 0.02 and the delay 
time used is one. The delay time of DMI is estimated from 
the open-loop step responses of the DMI closed-loop model. 
The delay time of PEM and IV4D are obtained after several 
trial values of time delay are used in order to get a stable 
model and good autocorrelation residuals. The open and 
closed-loop identifications were the same.
Notice from Tables 6.1 to 6.3 that for the pair T03 6 & 
F937 the number of points analyzed is 1000, the switching 
interval of the dither is about half the approximate time 
constant for the pair, and the dither is small compared to 
the range of change of input F937, which for the range 1-1000 
is from -160 to 200. The analyzed range of data is 1000 
points and are the first 1000 points because when the data 
are observed is at that range where the input does not show
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Table 6.4 Identification Results of T036
ID Method Type of 
Data
Gain F937 
°F/(KSCF/D)
Delay 
Time (min)
DMI Open 0.0235 1
DMI Closed 0.00022 1
PEM Closed 0.0219 1
IV4D Closed 0.0221 1
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larger changes. From 1 to 1000 min, F937 changes around a 
constant value or mean. Above 1000, F937 changes a lot as if 
trying to get to a mean value higher than the first, perhaps 
trying to compensate a non-measured disturbance. Given that 
the range of the first 1000 points is a good range, it is 
chosen for the identification.
From previous chapters we know that the number of data 
points and the switching interval used should indicate that 
good identification should be obtained, which is the case. 
We are using 1000 points. The time constant of the pair T036 
& F937 is 50 min which is about double of the switching 
interval of the dither. We know from Chapter 5 that the 
dither switching interval smaller or close to the dominant
time constant of the process is a good choice.
Table 6.5 shows the identification results of T923. Two 
gains are given, one for each of the inputs F023 and F927. 
A pair of delay times is given corresponding to each of the 
inputs in the order presented in the table which is F023 and 
F927. For T923 the results are not as good as for T036.
Considering the DMI results for open-loop as the correct
ones, the closed-loop data DMI identification is the worst of 
all the identification methods, but not by orders of 
magnitude of difference as it was for T036. The gains 
obtained by PEM and IV4D are lower than those obtained by 
open-loop DMI results.
Several aspects that may cause this loss of 
identifiability can be mentioned. Notice from Table 6.3
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Table 6.5 Identification Results of T923
ID Method Type of 
Data
Gain F023 
°F/KB/D
Gain F927
°f /k s c f/d
Delay
Time
DMI Open -3 .51 0. 051 4,4
DMI Closed -1.42 0 . 014 4,4
PEM Closed -2 .18 0 . 042 4,4
IV4D Closed -1. 60 0.023 4,2
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that the number of data points used to obtain the results is 
half of what was used for T036, i.e. 500 points which is the 
largest range of consecutive points that did not have 
saturated inputs. Also, the switching interval of the dither 
of F927 is larger than the time constant of the pair T923 and 
F927. The switching interval for the dither of F927 was set 
long because the operator did not want to upset the 
operations of the furnace. The relative magnitude of dither 
to input is larger for T923 than for T036, but this did not 
improve the identification. We believe that the number of 
points and switching interval of the dither make the 
identification poor when using PEM and IV4D.
The results presented in this chapter are a partial 
picture of the identification that has to be performed for 
multivariable closed-loop systems. The process is partially 
identified in closed-loop operation due to the limited 
experiment performed to the plant, but the results give an 
idea of the behavior of the new IV4D algorithm, PEM and DMI 
for closed-loop real plant data analysis.
Careful study of the data prior to the analysis and 
removal of undesired ranges is necessary when real data are 
analyzed because of all the factors that are not constant 
which can affect the experiment. During the simulation we 
control what disturbance is present, in the real plant 
disturbances that are not expected or factors such as 
saturation of the manipulated variables can affect the 
experiment.
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Closed-loop DMI results were the worst. PEM and IV4D 
proved to be good tools to analyze the data and their results 
are consistent with the open-loop DMI results. Except for 
the closed-loop DMI results, identification from open and 
closed-loop tests were close to each other for T036 and not 
too far for T923.
6.4 Summary
The first section of this chapter presented the 
description of the identification method Dynamic Matrix 
Identification (DMI) that have not been used in previous 
chapter. The second section described the real process and 
the experiment performed given the characteristics of the 
applied dithers and the process. It also describes what 
range of the data was used for the identification. The last 
section presented the results of the two studied outputs. 
One of them, T03 6, having one dithered input and the other, 
T923, having two dithers. Taking the open-loop DMI analysis 
as the correct identification, PEM and IV4D performed well. 
DMI analysis of the closed-loop data was not so good. The 
factors that could affect identification, such as saturation 
of the inputs, data size, large switching interval of the 
dithers, and the experiment design were discussed.
Chapter 7
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
The goal of this research is to identify closed-loop 
multivariable systems. The motivations for such
investigation are the development of new control strategies 
based on the model of the process, and the necessity to 
identify the process often during closed-loop operation in 
order to keep an efficient operation and product quality.
Among the steps performed to identify a system, the 
estimation of the model and experimental design are 
investigated in detail. Two new system identification 
methods were developed and implemented. These are new 
versions of the instrumental variable method for closed-loop 
multivariable applications and they are implemented in four 
steps. They are developed for 2 X 2  time invariant linear 
systems that are studied using input signals, called dithers, 
as the test signals added to each output of the feedback 
controllers.
The instrumental variable method uses an instrument 
instead of the data vector (output and input of the process) 
in order to break any correlation in the data. Then the 
model is calculated using the least squares algorithm. For 
open-loop, the correlation is due to the noise that the 
output has. For closed-loop the correlation is due to the 
noise at the output of the process and the input of the
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process which is calculated by the controller with the 
'outputs which contain the noise of the system.
IV4D is one of the new identification methods presented 
in this investigation. This method uses the dither in its 
instruments and in the data vector and does not use the 
output of the controller which is calculated with the output 
of the process. It also uses the dither as part of the data 
vector during the first two steps of the algorithm. The 
output representation of the process in the instrument is 
created by filtering the dither with the estimated process 
model. This method proved to be good and identified well the 
studied systems under a number of conditions. IV4D can also 
be used to identify open-loop systems that use dithers as 
test signals. It is very convenient when the controller 
description is unknown.
IV4UP is the second new instrumental variable method. 
The instruments are created using an estimated process model 
and the description of the controller. Therefore it can only 
be used for identification of closed-loop systems. The input 
part of the instruments are obtained from the closed-loop 
transfer functions between the inputs to the process and the 
dithers. The part of the input to the process that comes 
from the presence of the dither is the only part that is used 
to calculate the instruments. In this way the interactions 
of the process and the controller are taken into 
consideration in a explicit way, but they are free from the 
influence of the noise or controller output. The estimated
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models are needed in order to obtain a satisfactory 
identification. This is why the step of the estimation of 
the model in the algorithm is repeated as it is done for 
IV4D.
IV4UP is a good method, but its implementation is a 
laborious one. This investigation provided the algorithm 
needed for a 2 X 2 system, a different application is 
necessary for larger systems.
Prediction Error Method {PEM), from the MatLab System 
Identification Toolbox, is also, under certain conditions, a 
reliable method for closed-loop multivariable system 
identification. It is used in this investigation for 
comparison purposes. Its performance is very close to that 
of the two new IV algorithms. Because of its iterative 
characteristic, the computer time to perform identification 
by PEM is larger than for the new IV methods.
The following are the conclusions obtained during this 
investigation. Some of them are given as recommendations.
For noise-free systems, IV4D and IV4UP identification 
results are not significantly affected by the size and 
switching interval of the dither. Prediction Error Method 
(PEM) is not affected by changes in the dither size but is 
greatly affected by the switching interval of the dither.
For a noise-free environment, the identification results 
of IV4UP are not affected by the tuning of the controllers 
For both noise-free and noisy systems IV4D and PEM are 
affected by the tuning of the controllers, i.e., IV4D
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identifies better the system for loosely tuned controllers 
and PEM is affected by the tuning of the controllers without 
a pattern. For noisy system IV4UP identification results are 
affected by the controllers but it is less sensitive to the 
tuning of the controllers than IV4D.
For noisy systems instead of the dither size we talk 
about dither-to-noise ratio DNR as the measurement of how the 
dither size relative to the size of the noise affects the 
identification. None of the identification methods perform 
well for small DNR, a DNR equal or greater than 8 is 
recommended.
All the identification methods, in a noisy environment, 
are sensitive to the switching interval (si) of the dither, 
a si smaller than and close to the dominant time constant of 
the process is recommended for all of them.
The dither position, either on the set point or the 
output of the controller, affects the identification results. 
IV4D and IV4UP methods work very well if the dithers are 
added on the output of the controller. IV4UP is affected by 
the position of the dither by a lesser extent than what IV4D 
is affected. The dither added on the set point improves the 
performance of PEM.
Correlated disturbances do not greatly affect the
results of the identification of IV4D, IV4UP, and PEM. The
less sensitive algorithm to correlated noise is IV4UP. The
exponential filter can improve identification but the
improvement is not a large one.
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IV4D was used to identify part of a real plant and it 
performed very well although the conditions of the experiment 
were not the best. Pre-processing of the real plant data is 
essential in order to choose the portions of the data that 
are less affected by factors such as saturation and outliers.
IV4 from the MatLab System Identification Toolbox is 
excellent for open-loop systems with no noise. In the noise- 
free environment, it is not affected by the size or the 
switching interval of the dither or by the tuning of the 
controllers. IV4 performs very poorly when there is noise 
present and the process is in closed-loop operation. This 
algorithm is not reliable, giving unstable models or giving 
models very different than the real ones.
Dynamic Matrix Identification (DMI) was used to analyze 
real plant data for comparison purposes. For open-loop data 
the identification is excellent as expected. For closed-loop 
data this identification method did not perform well.
This research provides two new methods, IV4D and IV4UP, 
that identify closed-loop multivariable systems very well. 
Our conclusion and recommendation is to use IV4D which is a 
simpler and faster algorithm than IV4UP and does not need the 
controller description. Besides the use of a reliable 
identification method we need to recommend a careful design 
of the experiments. Depending on the experiment design such 
as the right choice of sizes and switching intervals of the 
dithers, a successful identification can or can not be 
obtained as it was seen during our investigation. The pre­
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processing of the data is necessary specially for real plant 
data.
7.2 Recommendations
Several aspects of closed-loop multivariable system 
identification has been investigated during this research. 
We have some recommendations for further investigation 
related to the identification methods developed here and with 
the identification of closed-loop multivariable systems.
1. To investigate how the new IV algorithms or the idea 
used to develop the algorithms can be used to study the 
identification of the structure of the process in addition to 
the numerical values of the model. The studied simulated 
systems structure were known and this structure was used 
during the identification step. The investigation can be 
oriented toward the ideas of Wellstead (1978).
2. To investigate how the new algorithms can be used to 
identify non-linear processes operating within a 
linearization range. Special attention has to be given to 
the choice of the test signal. A good approach could be to 
keep in mind the ideas of Koung and MacGregor (1994) and 
Andersen and Kummel (1992).
3. The investigation of the performance of the new IV 
methods to identify systems with different control structures 
or type of controllers. For examples using controllers such 
as feedforward, DMC, IMC, and non-linear controllers and 
structures such as cascade and ratio controllers.
4. The study of the effect of the delay time in the 
identification of closed-loop multivariable systems. Special 
attention can be given to the effect of the delay time on the 
optimal choice of sampling time of the process and switching 
interval of the dithers.
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Appendix A 
Computer Code of IV Methods and Others
This appendix presents a listing of the computer code of 
some of the programs used during this investigation. Most of 
the code presented is implemented to be run in Matlab 
(MathWorks, 1989). MatLab functions are created in files 
called m-files. Some portions of the simulation program, 
which are written in Turbo Vision Pascal, are also supplied, 
the complete main program and its units are given in Ren 
Hongmei (1991).
The structure of this appendix is as follows. The m- 
files of the algorithms IV4D and IV4UP are given with the 
subroutine that they used and are not part of the System 
Identification Toolbox. The m-files of the implementation of 
the moving average and exponential filters are presented. 
The simulation program is formed by the main program and 
several parts called units. Sections of the main simulation 
program and part of one unit that contains part of the 
implementation of the dither is included. Also part of the 
unit tacoloaq, where the white noise is multiply by a 
constant in order to obtain a standard deviation of one, is 
presented in this appendix, as discussed in section 5.6
The code presented are 
IV4D.M
IVJ.M subroutine for IV4D and IV4UP 
IVXJ.M subroutine for IV4D and IV4UP 
IV4UP.M 
AVER.M
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EXPF.M
Part of the Main Program of Taco II
Part of Tacoextq a Unit for Taco II
Part of Tacoloaq a Unit for Taco II
IV4D.M
function [TH1,TH2]=iv4d(z,nn,maxsize,T,p)
%IV4D Computes approximately optimal IV-estimates for 
% ARX-models. For multivariable (2 X 2) and closed loop
% systems where dithers are used.
%
% [TH1, TH2] = iv4d(Z,NN)
%
% TH: returned as the estimate of the ARX model
% A(q) y(t) = B (q) u(t-nk) + v(t) along with estimated
% covariances and structure information.
% For the exact format of TH see HELP THETA.
%
% Z : the output-input data with y, u, and d as column
% vectors. For multivariable systems Z=[yl.. yp ul.. urn
% dl..dm]. Yi are the output of the process, ui are the
% measured inputs, di are the dithers.
%
% NN: NN = [na nb nk], the orders and delays of the ARX
% model. For multi-output systems, NN has as many rows as
% there are outputs, na is then an nyjny matrix whose i-j
% entry gives the order of the polynomial (in the delay
% operator) relating the j:th output to the i:th input.
% Similarily nb and nk are ny|nu matrices, (ny:# of
% outputs, nu:# of inputs).
%
% Some parameters associated with the algorithm are
% accessed by TH = iv4d(Z,NN,maxsize,T)
% See HELP AUXVAR for an explanation of these and their
% default values.
%
% J. Santos 4-21-95
% Reference: Equations (15.22) - (15.25) in Ljung (1987)
% Bauer and Unbehauen (1978)
%
% *** set up default values ***
[Ncap,nz]=size(z); 
maxsdef=idmsize(Neap); 
if nargin<5, p=l;end 
if nargin<4, T=l;end 
if nargin<3, maxsize=maxsdef;end
if p < 0 , p = l ; e n d ,  if T < 0 ,  T = l ; e n d , i f  
maxsize<0,maxsize=maxsdef;end
if isempty(T),T=1;end,if isempty(maxsize),maxsize=maxsdef;end 
% *** Do some consistency tests ***
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[nr,nc]=size(nn);if nr>l, ny=nr ,-end
if nr==l,error(' For Multivariable Systems')
return,end
[Neap,nz]=size(z) ; nu=(nz-ny)/2,■
if nz>Ncap, error('The data should be organized in column 
vectors') 
return,end
if nz==l, error('This routine does not make sense for a time 
series!') 
return,end
if size(nn)-=[ny ny+2*nu], disp('Incorrect number of orders 
specified:')
disp(' nn should be nn=[na nb nk]')
disp (' where nb anb nk are row vectors of length equal to the 
number of inputs'),error('see above') 
return,end
na=[nn(1,1) nn(2,2)]';nb=nn(:,ny+1:ny+nu); 
nk=nn(:,ny+nu+1:ny+2*nu); n=na+sum(nb')';
%
% *** First stage: compute an LS model ***
%
for j=l:ny
if j==l,
thl=arx(z(:,[j (ny+l+nu:ny+2*nu)3), [na(j) nb(j,:)
nk(j,:)],maxsize,T,0); 
if na(j)>0, al=fstab([l thl(1:na(j))']);
else al=l;end 
bl=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j,:)));
NBcuml=cumsum([na(j) nb(j,:)j); 
for k=l:nu, bl(k,nk(j,k)+1:nk(j,k)+nb(j,k))= 
thl(NBcuml(k)+1:NBcuml(k+1))';,end
elseif j==2,
th2=arx(z(:,[j (ny+l+nu:ny+2*nu)]),[na(j) nb(j,:) 
nk(j,:)],maxsize,T,0); 
if na(j)>0, a2=fstab([l th2(1:na(j))']);
else a2=l;end 
b2=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j,:)));
NBcum2=cumsum([na(j) nb(j,:)3); % 2 4 6
for k=l:nu, b2(k,nk(j,k)+1:nk(j,k)+nb(j,k))= 
th2(NBcum2(k)+1:NBcum2(k+1))';,end
else \
disp('This works for only two output'); 
end
end
%
% *** Second stage: Compute the IV-estimates using the LS 
% model a, b for generating the instruments ***
%
tol=100; 
to2=100; 
numiter=0; 
one=0;
while one ==0,
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numiter=numiter+l ; 
thlp=thl; 
th2p=th2; 
if tol > 0.01,
j =1 ;
thl = iv(z{:,[l 5 6] ) , [na (j ) nb { j , : )
nk(j,:)],al,bl,maxsize,T,0); 
thla=thl;
if na{j)>0, al=fstab([1 thl(1:na(j))']);
else al=l;end 
bl = zeros{nu,max(nb{j, :)+nk(j , : ) ) ) ;
NBcuml=cumsum( [na (j) nb(j,:)]); % 2 4 6
for k=l:nu, bl (k, nk (j , k)+1 :nk (j , k)+nb {j , k) ) = 
thl(NBcuml(k)+1:NBcuml(k+1))';,end
end
if to2>0.01, 
j =2 ;
th2=iv(z(:,[2 5 6] ) , [na (j ) nb {j , : )
nk (j , :) ] , a2 , fc>2,maxsize, T, 0) ; 
th2a=th2;
if na(j)>0, a2=fstab([l th2(1:na(j))'J);
else a2 = l,-end 
b2=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j , :) ) ) ;
NBcum2=cumsum{[na(j) n b (j,:)]); 
for k=l:nu, b2 (k, nk {j , k)+1 :nk (j , k)+nb (j , k) ) = 
th2(NBcum2(k)+1:NBcum2(k+1))';,end
end
tol=norm(thlp-thla,inf); 
to2=norm(th2p-th2a,inf); 
if numiter>=10, one=l; end 
if tol<0.01, 
if to2<0.01, 
one=l; 
end
end
end
%
% *** Third stage: Compute the residuals, v, associated with 
% the current model, and determine an AR-model, A, for these 
%
vl=filter(al,1,z (:,1));
for k=l:nu, vl=vl-filter(bl(k,:),1,z (:,k+ny));,end %using U 
artl=arx(vl,na(1)+sum(nb(1,:)),maxsize,T,0);
Acapl=[l artl'];
v2=filter(a2,1,z (:,2));
for k=l:nu, v2=v2-filter(b2(k,:),1,z (:,k+ny));,end 
art2=arx(v2,na(2)+sum(nb(2,:)),maxsize,T,0);
Acap2= [1 art2'];
%
% *** Fourth stage: Use the optimal instruments ***
%
yfl = filter(Acapl, [1],z ( :,1));
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for k=l:nu, uf1(:,k)=filter(Acapl,[1],z (:,k+ny));,end 
for k=l:nu, df1(:,k)=filter(Acapl,[1],z (:,k+ny+nu)) ;,end 
for k=l:nu, df2(:,k)=filter(Acap2,[1],z (:,k+ny+nu)) ,-,end 
yf2 = filter(Acap2, [1] ,z { : ,2) ) ;
for k=l:nu, uf2 k)=filter(Acap2,[1],z (:,k+ny));,end 
if p~=0, p=2;,end
if na(l)>l, al=fstab(al) ,-else al = l;end 
if na(2)>l, a2=fstab (a2) ;else a2 = l ,-end
THl=ivj{[yfl ufl dfl],[na(1) n b (1,:)nk(1,:)],al,bl, maxsize, 
T,p) ;
T H 2  = ivj ( [y f 2 u f 2 d f 2 ] , [ n a ( 2 ) n b ( 2 ,  :)
n k (2,:}],a2,b2,maxsize,T,p);
TH1(2,7)=4;
TH2(2,7)=4;
IVJ.M
function TH=ivj(z,nn,NF,MF,maxsize,T,p)
%IVJ Computes instrumental variable estimates for single
% output ARX-models.
%
% TH = ivj(Z,NN,NF,MF)
%
% TH: returned as the IV-estimate of the ARX-model
% A(g) y(t) = B(q) u(t-nk) + v(t) along with relevant
% structure information. See HELP THETA for the exact
% structure of TH.
%
% Z : the output-input data Z= [y u d] , with y, u, and d as
% column vectors. For multi-input systems y=[ylj u=[ul u2
% ... un] d=[dl d2...dn] or d=[upl up2...upn] depends on
% what is given as argument.
% NN: NN=[na nb nk] gives the orders and delays associated
% with the above model.
% NF and MF define the instruments X as
% NF (q) x (t) = MF (q) d(t)
%
% See IV4 for good, automatic choices of instruments.
%
% TH=ivj(Z,NN,NF,MF,maxsize,T) allows access to some
% parameters associated with the algorithm.
% See HELP AUXVAR for an explanation of these.
[Ncap,nz] =size (z) ,-nu= ((nz-1) /2) ;
na=nn(l);nb=nn(2:1+nu);nk=nn(2+nu:l+2*nu);n=na+sum(nb); 
%
% *** Some initial tests on the input arguments *** 
maxsdef=idmsize(Neap,n);
if nargin<7, p=l,-end 
if nargin<6, T=1 ,-end 
if nargin<5, maxsize=maxsdef,-end
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if T<0,T=1;end,if maxsize<0,maxsize=maxsdef;end 
i f  i s e m p t y ( T ) ,  T = l ; e n d , i f  
isempty(maxsize),maxsize=maxsdef;end 
% *** construct instruments *** 
x=zeros(Neap,1); 
for k=l:nu
x=x+filter(MF(k,:),NF,z(:,k+l+nu));
% al*x=bll*dl + bl2*d2
% or al*x=bll*upl + bl2*up2 etc. depend on what 
% parameter was given as argument to the function
end
TH=ivxj(z(:,1:nu+l),nn,[x z (:,nu+2:nz)],maxsize,T,p); 
if p~=0,TH(2,7)=3;end
IVXJ.M
function TH=ivxj(z,nn,x,maxsize,Tsamp,p)
%IVXJComputes instrumental variable estimates for ARX-models. 
%
% TH = ivxj (Z,NN,X)
%
% TH: returned as the IV-estimate of the ARX-model
% A (q) y(t) = B (q) u(t-nk) + v(t)
% along with relevant structure information. See HELP
% THETA for the exact structure of TH.
%
% Z : the output-input data Z=[y u], with y and u as
% column vectors, only for single output.
% For multi-input systems u=[ul u2 ... un].
%
% NN: NN=[na nb nk] gives the orders and delays associated
% with the above model.
% X : is the matrix of instrumental variables. This should
% be as long as the y-vector (i.e. the first column of
% Z), and includes as many more column as the number of
% inputs. X=[x upl up2] or X=[x D1 D2]
% This is used for CLOSED LOOP when dithers are applied to 
% the system
%
% TH=ivxj(Z,NN,X,maxsize,T) allows access to some
% parameters associated with the algorithm.
% See HELP AUXVAR for an explanation of these.
[Ncap,nz] =size (z) ,-nu=nz-l; tempx=x;clear x;x=tempx(:, 1) ;
[Nc,nx]=size(x);[nnr,nnc]=size(nn); 
maxsdef=idmsize(Neap);
%
% *** Some initial tests on the input arguments ***
%
if nargin<6, p=l;end 
if nargin<5, Tsamp=l;end 
if nargin<4, maxsize=maxsdef;end 
if maxsizecO,maxsize=maxsdef;end 
if TsampcO,Tsamp=l;end
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if p<0,p=l;end
i f  i s e m p t y ( T s a m p )  , T s a m p  = l ; e n d , i f  
isempty(maxsize),maxsize=maxsdef;end
if Ncap~=Nc | nx~=l,error('The x-vector should be a column 
vector with the same number of elements as z !'),return,end 
if length(nn)~=l+2*nu,disp('Incorrect number of orders
specified!'), 
disp('nn should be nn=[na nb nk]'),
disp ('where nb and nk are row vectors of length equal to 
the number of inputs' ) , error (' see above') , return, end 
na=nn(l);nb=nn(2:1+nu);nk=nn(2+nu:l+2*nu);n=na+sum(nb);
%
% construct regression matrix 
%
nmax=max([na+1 nb+nk]) -1;
M=floor(maxsize/n);
Rxx=zeros(na);Rupu=zeros(sum(nb));Rxu=zeros(na,sum(nb)); 
Rxy=zeros(na);
Rupy=zeros(sum(nb),na); F=zeros(n,l); 
for k=nmax:M:Ncap-l
jj = (k+1:min(Neap,k+M)); 
phix=zeros(length{jj),na); phiy=phix; 
phiu=zeros(length(jj),sum(nb)); 
phiup=zeros(length(j j),sum(nb)); 
for kl=l:na, phiy(:,kl)=-z (jj-kl,1);
phix(:,kl)=-x(jj-kl); end
ss=0 ;
for ku=l:nu
for kl=l:nb(ku), phiu{:,ss+kl)=
z (j j-kl-nk(ku)+1,ku+l);end
ss=ss+nb(ku);
end
sss=0;
for ku=l:nu
for kl=l:nb(ku), phiup(:,sss+kl)=
tempx(jj-kl-nk(ku)+1,ku+l);end 
sss=sss+nb(ku);
end
Rxy=Rxy+phix'*phiy;
if nu>0,Rupy=Rupy+phiup'*phiy;
Rxu=Rxu+phix'*phiu;
Rupu=Rupu+phiup'*phiu; 
end
Rxx=Rxx+phix'*phix;
if na>0, F (1:na)=F(1:na)+phix'*z(jj,1);end 
F(na+l:n)=F(na+l:n)+phiup'*z(jj,l);
end
clear phiu, clear phix, clear phiy, clear phiup,
%
% compute estimate 
%
if nu==0,TH=Rxy\F;end
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if nu>0,TH=[Rxy Rxu;Rupy Rupu]\F;end 
if na>0, al=fstab([l TH(1:na)']);end 
TH(1:na)=al(2:na + l) ' ; 
if p==0, return,end 
%
% proceed to build up THETA-matrix 
%
t=TH;, clear TH;
1=[0 Tsamp nu na nb 0 0 zeros(l,nu) nk]; 
n=na+sum(nb);
TH=zeros(n+3,max(length(I), n)) ;
TH(l,l:length(I))=1;
ti=fix(clock) ; ti (1)=ti (1)/100;
TH(2,2:6)=ti(1:5);
TH(2,7)=11;
TH{3,1:n)=t'; 
if p==2
e=pe (z, TH) ,- TH(1,1) =e' *e/ (length(e) -max (na, sum (nb) ) ) ;
TH(2,1)=TH{1,1)*(1+n/Ncap)/ (1-n/Ncap);
TH(4:3+n,1:n)=TH(1,1)*inv([Rxx Rxu;Rxu' Rupu]);end
IV4UP.M
function [TH1, TH2] =iv4up (z, nn, c,maxsize, T,p)
%IV4UP Computes approximately optimal IV-estimates for 
% ARX-models.
% For multivariable (2X2) and closed loop system
%
% [TH1,TH2] = iv4up(Z,NN,C)
%
% TH: returned as the estimate of the ARX model
% A (q) y(t) = B (q) u(t-nk) + v(t)
% along with estimated covariances and structure
% information. For the exact format of TH see HELP THETA.
%
% Z : the output-input data with y, u and D as column
% vectors.
% For multivariable systems Z=[yl.. yp ul.. um dl..dm].
% um are the measured inputs, dm are the dithers.
%
% NN: NN = [na nb nk], the orders and delays of the above
% model.
% For multi-output systems, NN has as many rows as there
% are outputs
% na is then an ny|ny matrix whose i-j entry gives the
% order of the polynomial (in the delay operator) relating
% the j:th input to the i:th output. Similarily nb and
% nk are ny|nu matrices, (ny:# of outputs,nu:# of inputs) .
%
% C: the controller parameters for multi-output systems.
% C has as many row as there are outputs
% [Kl Til Tdl;K2 Ti2 Td2]
% for a two output system, with two PID controller;
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% K controller gain, Ti reset time, and Td derivative
% time.
%
% Some parameters associated with the algorithm are
% accessed by TH = iv4up(Z,NN,C,maxsize,T)
% See HELP AUXVAR for an explanation of these and their
% default values.
% References: Soderstrom et al. (1987) L. Ljung (1987)
% *** get up default values ***
[Ncap,nz]=size(z) ; 
maxsdef=idmsize(Neap); 
if nargin<6, p=l;end 
if nargin<5, T=l;end 
if nargin<4, maxsize=maxsdef;end
if p < 0 , p  = l ; e n d ,  if T < 0 ,  T = 1 ; e n d , i f 
maxsize<0,maxsize=maxsdef;end
if isempty(T),T=1;end,if isempty(maxsize),maxsize=maxsdef;end 
% *** Do some consistency tests ***
[nr,nc]=size(nn);if nr>l,ny=nr;end
if nr==l,error(' For Multivariable Systems')
return,end
[nrc,ncc]=size (c);
if nrc==l,error(' For Multivariable Systems, more controllers
are needed')
return,end
if nrc~=nr, error('Incorrect number of controllers
specified:')
return,end
[Neap,nz]=size(z); nu=(nz-ny)/2;
if nz>Ncap, error{'The data should be organized in column
vectors')
return,end
if nz==l, error{'This routine does not make sense for a time
series!')
return,end
if size(nn)~=[ny ny+2*nu], disp('Incorrect number of orders
specified:') 
disp{' nn should be nn=[na nb nk]')
disp{' where nb anb nk are row vectors of length equal to the 
number of inputs'),error('see above') 
return,end
n a = [ n n ( 1 , 1 )
nn (2,2)] ' ;nb=nn(:,ny+1:ny+nu) ;nk=nn(:,ny+nu+1:ny+2*nu) ; 
n=na+sum(nb')';
%Polynomials of the Controllers
ts=T;
alf=0.l;
ncontrol=nrc; % Should be two
td=zeros(2,1);
ti=zeros(2,1);
kc=zeros(2,1);
for k=l:ncontrol
kc(k)=kc(k)+c(k,1);
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ti {k) =ti (k) +c (k, 2) ; 
td(k)=td(k)+c(k,3); 
if ti(k)==0,
xcl=kc(k)*(l + td(k)/(ts + alf*td(k))); 
xc4=kc(k); 
else
xcl=kc(k)*(1+ ts/ti(k) + td{k)/(ts + alf*td(k))); 
xc4=kc(k)*{1+ ts/ti(k));
end
xc2=kc(k)*(1+ 2*<td(k)/{ts + alf*td(k)))); 
xc3=kc(k)*td(k)/{ts + alf*td(k)); 
xc5=kc(k); 
if k==l,
rul=[l -1] ; 
sul=[xcl -xc2 xc3]; 
tul=[xc4 -xc5]; 
elseif k==2, 
ru2= [1 -1] ; 
su2=[xcl -xc2 xc3]; 
tu2=[xc4 -XC5] ;
end
end
%
% *** First stage: compute an LS model ***
%
for j=l:ny 
if j==l,
thl=arx(z(:, [ j {ny+1:ny+nu)3), [na(j) nb(j, :) n k (j,:)], 
maxsize,T,0); 
if na(j)>0, al=fstab([l thl(1:na(j))']);
else al=l;end 
bl=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j,:)));
NBcuml=cumsum([na{j) nb(j,:)3); % 2 4 6
for k=l:nu, bl(k,nk(j,k)+1:nk(j,k)+nb(j,k))=
thl(NBcuml(k)+1:NBcuml(k+1))';,end
elseif j ==2,
th2=arx(z{:, [j (ny+1:ny+nu)]), [na(j) n b (j, :) n k (j, : )] , 
maxsize,T,0); 
if na(j)>0, a2=fstab([l th2(1:na(j))']);
else a2=l;end 
b2=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j,:)));
NBcum2=cumsum([na{j) nb(j,:)j); % 2 4 6
for k=l:nu, b2(k,nk(j,k)+1:nk(j,k)+nb(j,k))=
th2(NBcum2(k)+l:NBcum2(k+1))';,end
else
disp('This works for only two output'); 
end
end
alrl=conv(al,rul); 
sl=size(alrl); 
bllsl=conv(bl(1,:),sul); 
s2=size(bllsl); 
if si(2)<s2 (2),
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dl= tain+bllsl (1 :sl (2) ) bllsl (si (2) +1 :s2 (2) ) ] ; 
elseif si (2)>s2 (2),
dl=[alrl(1:s2(2))+bllsl alrl(s2(2)+1:si (2))] ; 
else
dl=alrl+bllsl;
end
a2r2=conv(a2,ru2); 
s3=size(a2r2); 
b22s2=COnv(b2(2,:),su2); 
s4=size(b22s2); 
if s3(2)<s4(2),
d2=[a2r2+b22s2(l:s3(2)) b22s2(s3 (2) +1: s4 (2) ) ] ; 
elseif s3 (2}>s4 (2) ,
d2=[a2r2(1:s4(2))+b22s2 a2r2(s4(2)+1:s3 (2))] ; 
else
d2=a2r2+b22s2;
end
bl2sl=conv(bl(2,:),sul); 
b21s2=conv(b2(1,:),su2); 
d3=conv(bl2sl, b21s2); 
sd3=size(d3); 
dld2=conv(dl,d2) ? 
sdld2=size(dld2); 
if sdld2(2)<sd3(2),
df= [dld2-d3<l:Sdld2(2)) -d3(sdld2(2)+I:sd3(2))];
elseif sdld2(2)>sd3(2),
df= [dld2(1:sd3(2))-d3 dld2(sd3(2)+1:sdld2(2))]; 
else
df=dld2-d3;
end
dff=df/df(1);
d=fstab(dff); %stabilizes a monic polynomial
val=conv(bl2sl,a2r2); 
val=val/df(1); 
va2=conv(b21s2,alrl) ,* 
va2=va2/df(1); 
va3=conv(d2,alrl); 
va3=va3/df(1); 
va4=conv(dl,a2r2); 
va4=va4/df(1) ;
upll=filter(va3,d,z{:,ny+nu+1)); 
upl2=filter(val,d,z{:,ny+nu+2)); 
up21=filter(va2,d,z{:,ny+nu+1)); 
up22=filter(va4,d,z(:,ny+nu+2)); 
upl=upll-upl2; 
up2 =up2 2-up21;
%
% *** Second stage: Compute the IV-estimates using the LS 
% model a, b for generating the instruments ***
%
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tole=100; 
tol=100; 
to2=100; 
numiter=0 ;
while[tole>0.01 numiter<10] 
numiter=numiter+l ; 
thlp-thl; 
th2p=th2i 
for j=l:ny 
if j= = l,
thl=ivj {[z(: , [1 3 4]) upl up2] , [na(j) nb(j, :) 
n k (j,:)],al,bl,maxsize, T, 0); 
thla=thl;
if na(j)>0, al=fstab{[l thl(l:na<j))']);
else al=l;end 
bl=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j ,:)));
NBcuml=cumsum([na(j) nb(j,:)j); % 2 4 6
for k=l:nu, bl(k,nk(j,k)+1:nk(j,k)+nb(j,k))=
thl(NBcuml(k)+1:NBcuml(k+1))';,end
elseif j==2,
th2 = ivj ([z(: , [2 3 4]) upl up2] , [na(j) nb(j, :) 
nk(j,:)], a2,b2,maxsize,T,0);
th2a=th2;
if na(j)>0, a2=fstab([l th2(1:na(j))']);
else a2=l;end 
b2=zeros(nu,max(nb(j,:)+nk(j,:)));
NBcum2=cumsum([na{j) nb(j,:)j);
for k=l:nu, b2(k,nk(j,k)+1:nk(j,k)+nb(j,k))=
th2(NBcum2(k)+1:NBcum2(k+1))';,end
else
disp('This is working for only two output'); 
end
end
alrl=conv(al,rul); 
sl=size(alrl); 
bllsl=conv(bl(1,:),sul); 
s2=size(bllsl); 
if si (2)<s2 (2),
dl=[alrl+bllsl(1:si(2)) bllsl(si(2)+1:s2(2))]; 
elseif si(2)>s2(2),
dl= [alrl(1:s2(2))+bllsl alrl(s2(2)+1:si(2))] ; 
else
dl=alrl+bllsl;
end
a2r2=conv(a2,ru2); 
s3=size(a2r2); 
b22s2=conv(b2(2,:),su2); 
s4=size(b22s2); 
if S3(2)<s4 (2) ,
d2=[a2r2+b22s2 (l:s3 (2)) b22s2(s3(2)+I:s4 (2))] ; 
elseif s3(2)>s4{2),
d2=[a2r2(1:s4(2))+b22s2 a2r2(s4(2)+1:S3(2))];
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else
d2=a2r2+b22s2 ;
end
bl2sl=conv(bl(2,:),sul); 
b21s2=conv(b2(1,:),su2); 
d3=conv(bl2sl, b21s2); 
sd3=size(d3); 
dld2=conv(dl,d2); 
sdld2=size(dld2); 
if sdld2(2)<sd3(2) ,
df= [dld2-d3(1:sdld2(2)) -d3(sdld2(2)+1:sd3(2))]; 
elseif sdld2(2)>sd3(2) ,
df= [dld2(1:sd3(2))-d3 dld2(sd3(2)+l:sdld2(2))]; 
else
df=dld2-d3;
end
dff=df/df(1);
d=fstab(dff); %stabilizes a monic polynomial
val=conv(bl2sl,a2r2); 
val=val/df(1); 
va2=conv(b21s2,alrl); 
va2=va2/df(1); 
va3=conv(d2,alrl) ; 
va3=va3/df(1); 
va4=conv(dl,a2r2) ; 
va4=va4/df(1);
upll=filter(va3,d,z(:,ny+nu+1)); 
upl2=filter(val,d,z(:,ny+nu+2) ) ; 
up21=filter(va2,d,z(:,ny+nu+1) ) ; 
up22=filter(va4,d,z(:,ny+nu+2)); 
upl=upll-upl2; 
up2=up22-up21; 
tol=norm(thlp-thla,inf); 
to2=norm(th2p-th2a,inf); 
if tol<0.01, 
if to2<0.01, 
tole=0.01;
end
end
end % while end 
%
% *** Third stage: Compute the residuals, v, associated with 
% the current model, and determine an AR-model, A, for these 
%
vl = filter(al,1,z (:,1));
for k=l:nu, vl=vl-filter(bl(k,:),1,z k + n y ) );,end 
artl=arx(vl, na (1) +sum(nb(l, :) ) ,maxsize, T, 0) ,- 
Acapl=[1 artl']; 
v2=filter(a2,1,z (:,2)) ;
for k=l:nu, v2=v2-filter(b2(k,:),1,z {:,k+ny));,end 
art2=arx(v2,n a (2)+sum(nb(2,:)),maxsize,T,0);
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Acap2= [1 art2'];
%
% *** Fourth stage: Use the optimal instruments ***
%
yfl = filter{Acapl, [1] , z ( : ,1) ) ;
for k=l:nu, ufl(:,k)=filter(Acapl,[1J,z {:,k+ny)};,end 
ufpl=f ilter (Acapl, [1] ,upl) ; 
ufp2=filter(Acap2,[1],up2); 
yf2 = filter(Acap2, [1] ,z { :,2)) ;
for k=l:nu, uf2(:,k)=filter(Acap2,[1],z (:,k+ny));,end 
if p~=0, p=2;,end
if na(l)>l, al=fstab (al) ;else al = l,-end 
if na(2)>l, a2=fstab(a2);else a2=l;end
THl=ivj55{[yf1 uf1 ufpl ufp2] , [na(1) nb(l,:) nk(1,:)] ,al,bl, 
maxsize,T,p);
TH2 = ivj 55([yf2 uf2 ufpl ufp2] , [na(2) nb(2, :) nk(2, :)] ,a2,b2, 
maxsize,T,p);
TH1 (2,7)=4;
TH2 (2,7)=4 ;
Moving Average Filter Implementation Called in Matlab aver.m
function [y]=aver(m,x)
%AVER Filters the x vector or matrix with a moving average 
% filter
%
% Y=aver(M,X) filters the data in vector or matrix x
%
% M : The numbers of points to be used to find the
% average
% X : Vector or matrix with the data to be filtered
%
% Reference: Edgar (1982)
%
[r,c]=size (x) ; 
xxx=zeros(r,c); 
for i=l:r, 
if i==l,
xxx(i,:)= XXX(i,:) + X {i,:);
end
if i>l & i<m,
xxx(i,:)= xxx(i,:) + mean(x (1:i,:));
end
if i>=m,
xxx(i,:)=xxx(i,:) + mean(x(i-m+1:i,:)); 
end
end 
y=xxx;
%Revised 3/15/95
Exponential Filter Implementation Called in Matlab expf.m
function [y]=expf(m,x)
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%EXPF Filters the x vector or matrix with an exponential 
% filter
%
% Y=expf(M,X) filters the data in vector or matrix x
%
% M : The M constant used as y (k)=Mx(k-l) + (1-M) y  (k-1)
% X : Vector or matrix with the data to be filtered
%
% Reference: Corripio (1994) and Seborg et al. (1989)
%
[r,c]=size (x); 
xxx=zeros(r,c); 
for i=l:r, 
if i==l,
xxx{i,:)=xxx(i,:) + m*X(i,:);
end
if i>l;
xxx(i,:)=xxx(i,:} + m*x(i,:) + (1-m)*xxx(i-1,:);
end
end
y = X X X {1:r ,:);
Part of the Main Program of Taco II
lines 365-453 
Procedure TApp.DithOpen;
Type
SDitherAmplitude = Record 
wherel,Amplitudel,switintrvl,Amplitude2,
switintrv2:String [30];
end;
Var
Dialog : PDialog;
R : TRect;
C : Word;
I : Integer;
F : SDitherAmplitude;
begin
R.Assign(4,6,60,22);
Dialog := New(PDialog, Init(R,'Dithers'));
With Dialog* do 
begin
R.Assign{4, 2,39,3); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init
(R,'Dithers are Applied on CV=1 or SP=2'))),- 
R.Assign(40,2,46,3); Insert(New(PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
R.Assign(4, 4,50,5); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R,
'Frequency Integer Multiple of Sampling Period' ) ) ) ; 
R.Assign(4, 6,36,7); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R,
'Dither 1 Amplitude'))); 
R.Assign(38,6,46,7); Insert(New(PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
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R.Assign(4, 7,38,8); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R,
'Dither 1 Switching Interval')));
R.Assign(38,7,46,8); Insert(New(PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
R.Assign{4, 9,36,10); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R,
'Dither 2 Amplitude'))),*
R. Assign (38, 9,46,10) ,* Insert (New (PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
R.Assign(4, 10,38,11); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R,
' Dither 2 Switching Interval'))),* 
R.Assign(38,10,46,11) ,* Insert (New (PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
R.Assign(4, 12,15,14);Insert(New{PButton,Init(R,
'~0~k',cmOK,bfDefault)));
R.Assign(16,12,30,14);Insert(New(PButton,Init(R,
'Cancel',cmCancel,bfNormal))),*
str(Where:4,F.wherel);
Str(Ampll:6:4,F .Amplitudel); 
str(Sil:4,F.switintrvl),*
Str(Ampl2:6:4,F .Amplitude2),* 
str(Si2:4,F .switintrv2);
Dialog*.SetData(F),*
C := DeskTop*.ExecView(Dialog); 
if CocmCancel then Dialog* . GetData (F) ;
Val (F.wherel,Where, I) ,*
Val(F.Amplitudel,Ampll,I);
Val(F.Switintrvl,Sil,I);
Val(F.Amplitude2,Ampl2,I);
Val(F.switintrv2,Si2,I); 
if Ampll <= 0 then Ampll:= 0; 
if Ampl2 <= 0 then Ampl2:= 0; 
if Sil < 0 then Sil:=0; 
if Si2 < 0 then Si2:=0; 
end;
end;
Procedure TApp.Namefile,*
Type
Nfile = Record
Nn,N:String[30] ;
end;
Var
Dialog PDialog;
R
C
I
F
TRect; 
Word ;
Integer;
Nfile;
begin
R.Assign(4,6,60,22);
Dialog := New(PDialog, Init(R,'Output File Name'));
With Dialog* do
begin
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R.Assign{2, 2,49,4); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R, 
'The output file name will be D5 month day'))) 
R.Assign(4, 4,4 9,5); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R, 
'and the last two letter of your choice.'))) 
R.Assign(4, 6,42,7); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R, 
'The last two letter of your file name are')))
R.Assign(44,6,49,7); Insert(New(PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
R.Assign(4, 8,49,9); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R, 
'You can change only the last two letter. '))); 
R.Assign(4, 10,34,11); Insert(New(PStaticText,Init(R,
'The name of your file will be'))); 
R.Assign(35,10,4 9,11); Insert(New(PInputLine,
Init(R,30)));
R.Assign(4, 12,15,14);Insert(New(PButton,Init(R,
'~0~k',cmOK,bfDefault)));
R.Assign(16,12,30,14);Insert(New(PButton,Init(R,
'Cancel',cmCancel,bfNormal)));
F.Nn:=dd;
F.N:=namef;
Dialog*.SetData(F);
C := DeskTop*.ExecView(Dialog); 
if CocmCancel then Dialog* .GetData (F) ; 
if C=cmOk then 
begin 
dd;=F.Nn;
namef:='D5'+ m + da + dd +'.dat';
Assign(nnn,'D5'+ m + da + dd +'.dat');
Rewrite(nnn); 
end; 
end;
end;
Part of Tacoextg an Unit for Taco II
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
This unit defines the 
extra features used in 
Taco II.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
Unit TACOEXTQ;
Interface
Uses App,Crt,Dialogs,Dos,Drivers,Objects,TACOCNTP,
TACOMDP,views;
type
orderkk = array [1..2] of real;
vectorkk = array [1..17] of orderkk;
Dth = array [1..2] of real;
butarray = array [1..17] of real;
noisey = array [1..1000] of real;
var
ynfa,yfa : vectorkk;
ynf,yf : Dth;
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da, m
Year,Month 
Day, DayW 
nnn,nnr 
Dither 
bf a,bfb 
samplestotal 
noisy,si 
s2, s3 
const
alphaf
Noave
dd
filt
Ampll
Amp 12
511
512
bforder
Where
string; 
Word; 
Word; 
text; 
dth;
butarray; 
integer; 
noisey; 
noisey;
real
integer
string
integer
real
real
integer
integer
integer
integer
{Dummy name for output file}
=0.95;
= 1; {it cannot > 10}
='A l ';
= 0; {no filter filt=0}
= 8.347477;
= 8.655797;
= 10;
= 10;
= 0 ;
= 1; {l dither on CV 2
dither on set point}
procedure Initfilename;
Procedure InitNoise;
Procedure Dith(var dithe*.dth; al, a2 :real;ns, siil,
sii2:integer);
procedure Filterexp(alphaf:real;Samplestotal,I:integer); 
procedure Filterave(noave,Samplestotal,I :integer); 
procedure InitFilterbut;
procedure Filterbut(bforder,kk,I:integer);
Implementation
Procedure Initfilename; 
var
integer;
begin
end;
getdate(Year, Month, Day, DayW); 
str(Month,m); str(Day, da);
Assign(nnn,'D5'+ m + da + dd +'.dat'); 
Rewrite(nnn);
Procedure Initnoise; 
var
I : integer; 
begin
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Assign(nnr,'Sequencl.txt'); {Name of the file where the
sequence are}
Reset(nnr); 
for I:= 1 to 1000 do 
begin
readln(nnr,si[I],s2[I],noisy[I]); 
end;
Close(nnr); 
end;
Procedure Dith(var dithe:dth;al,a2:real;
ns,siil,sii2:integer);
var
a,b : array[1..2] of real; 
swint: array[1..2] of integer;
I : integer; 
randomf :real; 
begin
a [1] := al*2;
a [2] : = a2*2;
swint [1] :=siil; 
swint [2] :=sii2;
for I:=1 to 2 do 
begin 
if I = 1 then 
begin
if a [I] >= 0 then
begin
if (swint [I] = 0) or (ns mod swint[X] = 0) then 
begin
b[I] := a [I]/2 ;
randomf := a[lj*sl[ns] - b[I]; 
if randomf < 0 then dithe [I] := — (a [I]-b[I]) 
else dithe [I] := a[I]-b[I];
end 
end;
end; 
if 1=2 then 
begin
if a [I] >= 0 then 
begin
if (swint[I] = 0) or (ns mod swint [I] = 0) then 
begin
b[I] := a [I]/2 ;
randomf := a[I]*s2[ns] - b[I];
if randomf < 0 then dithe [I] := -(a[I]-b[I]) 
else dithe[I] := a[I]-b[I]; 
end 
end;
end;
end;
end;
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Part of Tacoloag an Unit for Taco II
This unit defines the 
manipulation of load 
disturbances,
. f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
Unit TACOLOAQ;
Interface
Uses
App,Crt,Dialogs,Dos,Drivers,Objects,TACOMDP,Tacoextq,Views; 
lines
Noise:begin
RandomFunction := Random; 
if sample >Round(ChngPair[interval,
1]/sampleT) then
Inc(interval); 
if interval = 1 then 
begin
if sample = 1 then NoiseStartValue:=
value;
value := NoiseStartValue + ChngPair
[1,2] + "constant"*noisy[sample];
end
else
value := ChngPair[interval,2]
+ ChngPair[interval-1,2]
+ NoiseStartValue 
+ "constant"*noisy[sample];
end;
end;
end;
end;
Appendix B 
Details of Studied Systems
This appendix presents the characteristics of all the 
simulated studied systems, which are referred to in this work 
as process P4, process P6, and process P7. For the sake of 
completeness all the characteristics of process P4, which 
were given in section 4.2, are also included here. In this 
way all the processes are described in one place.
The structure of this appendix is as follows. The 
numerical values of the continuous time model of all the 
processes are given in three figures. Figure B.l shows the 
continuous time parameters of P4, Figure B.2 shows them for 
P6, and Figure B.3 does the same for P7. The discrete time 
models are shown as equations. As it was mentioned 
previously the discrete parameters depend on the sampling 
time. Therefore, the discrete transfer functions of each 
process are given for each of the studied sampling times.
The poles of the discrete model also change with 
sampling time and they are given in Table B.l. The RGA of 
each process is given as an equation and the ratio of the 
largest to the smallest singular value obtained by
the SVD of the steady state gain matrix is given in the small 
Table B.2. Also the characteristic parameters of the 
controllers for each process are presented in Tables B.3 and 
B . 4 .
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Figure B.l Continuous Time Model for Process Four, F4
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Figure B.2 Continuous Time Model for Process Six, P6
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Figure B.3 Continuous Time Model for Process Seven, P7
The discrete transfer functions are as follows. 
Process P4, when T=0.5 min
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q - (0 . 003 0gr"1-|-0 • 0028qr-2) qr-2 
11 l-1.7864g_1+0 .7964g'2
G  ~ ~ (° • 0023g~1+0 . 0022g~2) g~2 
12 l-1.7864g_1 + 0.7964g"2
(B.l)
G  _ (0 . 0018g~1+0 .0017g~2) g"2 
21 l-1.7864g’1+0.7964g'2
G  _ - (0 . 0025g~1+0 . 0023g'2) g'2 
22 1-1.7864g'1+0 .7964g-2
Process P4, when T=0.25 min
G _ (o.oooeg^+o.oooeg^ig-2
11 1-1.8898g_1 + 0 . 8924g“2
G  _ - {0.00Q6g~1+Q.Q006g~2)g~2
12 1-1. 8898g_1+0 . 8924g“2
(B. 2)
G  - (O.OOOSg^+O.OOOSg-2) g'2 
21 1-1 . 8898g_1+0 . 8924g-2
G _ - (0.0006g'1+0.0006g~2)g~2 
22 l-1.8898g”1+0.8924g'2
Process P4, when T=1.0 min
G  _ (0 . Olllg^ + O . 0096g"2) g~2
11 l-1.5985g'1+0.6342g-2
G  _ - (0 . 0086g~1+0 . 0Q74g~2) g"2
12 1-1. 59 85g_1+0 . 6342g-2
( B . 3 )
Q _ (0 . 0067g~1+0 . 0058g~2) g~2 
21 l-1.5985g_1+0.6342g-2
G _ - (0 . 0092g~1+0 . 0079g~2) g~2 
22 l-1.5985g_1+0.6342g'2
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Process P6, when T=0.5 min
G - (0.0026qr-1 + 0.0024g~2)g~2 
11 l-1.7864g_1+0 .7964g'2
G _ - (0 . 0016g~1+0 . 0014g~2) g~2 
12 l-1.7864g*1+0.7964g'2
(B. 4)
Q _ (0 . 0414g~1+0 . 03 84g~2) g~2
21 1-1.7864g_:L+0.7964g'2
G - ~ (0 • 0466g"1+0 . 0432g~2) g~2
22 l-1.7864g'l+0.7964g'2
Process P7, when T=0.5 min
(0 . 0363g~1+0 . 0264g~2) g~2G  = •
11 l-1.2777g'1+0.3858g‘
G  _ - (0 . Q2 82g~1+0 ■ 0205g~2) g~2 
12 l-1.2777g_1 + 0.3858g*2
G  _ (0 ■ 0219g~1 + 0 . 0160g~2) g~2 
21 1-1.2777g*1+0 . 3858g~2
Q  _ - (0 . OSOOg^+O . 0219g~2) g~2 
22 l-1.2777g'1 + 0.3858g"2
{B. 5)
Process P7, when T=0.25 min
Q  (0 .OlOSg^ + O. 0090g~2) g~2
11 l-1.5874g~1+0.6211g'2
G  - " (0 • 0082g~1+0 . 0070g~2) g'2 
12 1-1. 5874g_1+0 .6211g‘2
(B.6)
Q _ (0 ■ 0064g~1+0 . 0054g'2) g'2
21 1-1. 587 4g_1+0 .6211g*2
G  _ - (0 . 0087g~1+0 . 0074g"2) g~2
22 l-1.5874g_1+0.6211g"z
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Table B.l Poles of the Discrete Models for all the Processes 
at Different Sampling Time __
Sampling Poles
Time (min)
P4 P6 P7
0.25 0 .9649 0.8878
0.9248 0 .6997
0.5 0.9307 0.9307 0.7881
0.8557 0 .8557 0.4895
1.0 0.8669
0.7316
P4 and P7 have the same relative gain array, RGA, 
because their gains are the same. Their RGA is
 U1 U2
yx 2.3 0 -1.3 0 (B.7)
y 2 -1.30 2.30
The RGA for P6 is
 U1 U2
y x 2.14 -1.14 (B. 8)
y 2 -1.14 2.14
Table B.2 The Ratio of the Largest to the Smallest Singular 
Value (a1/ffn) for all the Processes__________________________
Process P4 P6 P7
o J o n 7.24 69 .25 7 . 24
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Table B .3 Parameters of the Controllers for Process P4
Controller PID41 PID42 PID43 PID44
Kc 4 7 2 2
Ti (min) 4.5 7 7 7
Td (min) 1 1.5 0.5 1.75
Kc -5 -6 -2 .43 -2.43
Ti (min) 7 7 7 7
Td (min) 1. 5 1.5 0 . 52 1. 75
t c (min) 2 1 5 5
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Table B.4 Parameters of the Controllers for Processes P6 and 
P7
Controller PID62 PID71 PID72 PID73
Kc 2.33 0.603 1.81 1.45
{min) 7 2 .1 2.1 2 .1
Td (min) 1.75 0.525 0.525 0 .525
Kc -0.13 -0.729 -2.187 -1.75
Ti (min) 7 2.1 2 .1 2.1
Td (min) 1. 75 0.525 0.525 0 . 525
rc (min) 5 5 1 1. 5
Appendix C 
Details of Graph Results
This appendix consists of tables that contain the data 
points that make most of the graphs of the dissertation.
Table C.l Numerical Values of Figure 5.1, RPI values of the 
Four Identification Methods for Noise-Free Process P4 with 
D=8 and Si=10 Samples Using Different Controllers
RPI PID42 PID41 PID43 PID44
PEM 1.449e-9 4 . 049e-7 1.514e-8 3 .282e-9
IV4 1 .445e-9 1.458e-9 1.451e-9 1 .462e-9
IV4D 1.966e-9 1. 953e-9 1 .248e-9 3 .667e-10
IV4UP 1.444e-9 1.458e-9 1.451e-9 1.462e-9
Table C.2 Numerical Values of Figure 5.2, RPI values of the 
Four Identification Methods for Noise-Free Process P4 with 
Db4 Using Different Switching Intervals of the Dither
Si
(Samples)
RPI
PEM IV4 IV4D IV4UP
1 3.122e-8 1.331e-9 1.682e-9 1. 329e-9
3 5.001e-9 1.404e-9 3.551e-9 1 .402e-9
5 1.659e-6 1.43e-9 1.351e-9 1 .429e-9
8 1.294e-6 1.442e-9 1.621e-9 1.443e-9
10 4.048e-7 1.471e-9 2.448e-9 1.471e-9
16 2.796e-9 1.464e-9 7.52e-10 1.465e-9
20 2.393e-6 1.443e-9 1.221e-9 1.443e-9
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Table C.3 Numerical Values of Figure 5.3, RPI values of PEM 
of differenced or Not Differenced Data for Noise-Free Process 
P4 with D=4 Using Different Switching Intervals of the Dither
Si
(Samples)
RPI for PEM
Not Differenced Differenced
1 3 .122e-8 3.113e-8
3 5.001e-9 5.479e-7
5 1.659e-6 1.147e-7
8 1.294e-6 3.024e-8
10 4.048e-7 2.339e-6
16 2.796e-9 3.576e-9
20 2.393e-6 2.078e-8
Table C.4 Numerical Values of Figure 5.4, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with DNR=8, Si= 
5 min, and PID41 for Different Sampling T i m e ________
T RPI
(min)
PEM IV4D IV4UP
0.25 0.504 1.103 0.522
0.5 0.206 0.0943 0.0489
1.0 0.574 0.818 0.0759
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Table C.5 Numerical Values of Figure 5.5, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
DNR=12, and PID41 Using Different Switching Intervals of the
Dither
Si RPI
(Samples)
PEM IV4D IV4UP
1 0 . 07559 0.7464 0.9614
3 0 . 04324 0.4708 0.7359
5 0.05422 0.4691 0.1476
8 0.02759 0.1567 0.6566
10 0.08880 0.06650 0.04024
16 0.07137 1.453 1.313
20 0.08486 0.1850 1. 824
Table C.6 Numerical Values of Figure 5.6, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
SislO Samples, and PID41, Using Different DNR
DNR
RPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
1 1. 813 2 .251 0 . 9231
4 0.413 0.736 1.492
8 0.206 0.0943 0 . 0489
12 0.0888 0.0665 0.0402
24 0.0461 0.0597 0.0237
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Table C.7 Numerical Values of Figure 5.7, PPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
SlslO Samples, and PID41 UBing Different DNR
DNR
PPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
1 0.291 0.683 0.0784
4 0.929 0.0704 0.964
8 0.632 0 . 00517 0 . 0169
12 0.0181 0 . 00392 0 . 00731
24 0.0101 0 . 00418 0 . 00349
Table C.8 Numerical Values of Figure 5.8, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
SialO Samples, and PID42, Using Different DNR______________
DNR
RPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
1 3.41 0.513 0.528
4 0 .266 0. 952 0.240
8 0.256 0 . 200 0.126
12 0.109 0 .135 0.0883
24 0.0549 0.194 0.0417
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Table C.9 Numerical Values of Figure 5.9, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
DNRbS, Si=10 Samples, and T=0.5 min Using Different 
Controllers
Controllers
RPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
PID42 0.256 0.200 0.1260
PID41 0.206 0.0943 0.0489
PID43 0.248 0.0640 0.0593
PID44 0 .464 0.0596 0.0559
Table C.10 Numerical Values of Figure 5.10, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
DNRsl2, Si=10 Samples, and PID41 with the Dither Added on 
Different Positions
ID RPI
Method Dither Position
Controller Output Set Point
PEM 0 .206 0.037
IV4D 0.0943 5.563
IV4UP 0.0489 0.2911
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Table C.ll Numerical Values of Figure 5.12, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with DNR«8, Si=10 
Samples, and PID41 Under Different Disturbances____________
Tn
(min)
RPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
0 0 .206 0.094 0.0489
0.3 0.562 0.131 0.0829
8 0 .212 0.157 0.0878
30 0 .191 0.095 0 .123
70 0.161 0.0533 0 .119
Table C.12 Numerical Values of Figure 5.14, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with DNR-8, Si=10 
Samples, and PID41 Under White Noise on Two Position____
ID RPI
Method Noise Position
Measurement Controller
PEM 0.206 0.262
IV4D 0.0943 0.269
IV4UP 0.0489 0.165
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Table C.13 Numerical Values of Figure 5.15, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with White Noise, 
DNR=8, SislO Samples, and PID41 Under Different Exponential 
Filter Parameter
m
RPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
0.05 0.149 0.0579 0.0556
0.10 0 .141 0.0704 0 . 0443
0.15 0.137 0 . 0881 0.0318
0.20 0 . 658 0.0708 0.0248
0.25 0.599 0.0473 0.0248
0.30 0.593 0.0568 0.0294
0.35 0.554 0.0703 0.0353
0.40 0.506 0.0798 0.0412
0.45 0.147 0.0852 0.0468
0 . 50 0.766 0.0913 0.0511
0 . 55 0 .143 0.0914 0.0547
0.60 0.139 0.0971 0.0572
0.65 0.474 0 . 094 0.0606
0.70 3 . 044 0.0957 0.0616
0 . 75 0.457 0.0983 0.0614
0.80 0.124 0.0969 0.0629
0.85 0.122 0.0955 0.0593
0.90 0.125 0.0965 0.0578
0.95 0 .124 0.097 0.0549
1.00 0.206 0 . 0943 0.0489
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Table C.14 Numerical Values of Figure 5.16, RPI values of the 
Three Identification Methods for Process P4 with Disturbance 
with Tn»30 min, DNRb 8, Si=l0 Samples, and PID41 Under 
Different Exponential Filter Parameter_____________
m
RPI
PEM IV4D IV4UP
0.05 0.428 0.598 0.107
0.10 0.295 0 . 0697 0.116
0 .15 0.218 0.0666 0.121
0.20 0 .171 0 .108 0.124
0.25 0.142 0 .145 0.126
0.30 0.125 0.155 0.127
0.35 0.114 0.156 0 .127
0.40 0 .11 0.155 0 .127
0.45 0 .107 0 .152 0 .127
0.50 0 .107 0 . 147 0 .126
0.55 0 .108 0 .139 0.126
0 . 60 0.109 0 .133 0.125
0 . 65 0.108 0.127 0.125
0.70 0.109 0 .12 0. 125
0 . 75 0.112 0 .115 0. 124
0 . 80 0.118 0 .109 0.124
0 . 85 0.127 0.105 0.124
0 . 90 0 .14 0 .101 0.124
0.95 0.162 0.0976 0.123
1.00 0 .191 0 . 095 0 .123
Appendix D 
Notational Conventions
Symbols Used in Text
A, B, C, D, polynomial vectors that describe the discrete model 
and F of the process, function of the back shift
operator q"1
3ii b A,
Ci< dA,
and fi individual discrete parameters of the model
d denominator defined by equation 3.24
D dither, e.g. D1 dither one or std of the dither
dm dimension of the parameter vector, 0
e(t) white noise, zero mean and a given variance
Gi;j transfer function between output i and input j
g(£) scalar-valued function or a norm of the prediction
error 
k gain
Kc controller gain
ki;j open loop gain between output i and input j
k'1:j closed loop gain between output i and input j
ktij true open loop gain between output i and input j
L(y,0) conditional probability density function
L^t) filter i of the step III of the IV's method
Mfq"1) polynomial that describe the filter for the
instruments
m exponential filter parameter and moving average
filter parameter 
Nfq'1) polynomial that describe the filter for the
instruments 
N number of data points
na,nb,nc,
nd,and nf order of the polynomials A, B, C, D, and F 
nk delay time, samples
nu number of inputs
ny number of outputs
p order to make process stationary in the ARIMA model
q"1 shift operator, e.g. q"1 u(t)=u(t-l)
r2 extra or test signal
Ru matrix of autocovariance defined by equation 2.2
ru limit defined by equation 2.1, autocovariance
si switching interval, in number of sampling time or
in units of time (min) 
t time
T sampling time (min)
T the transpose of the vector or matrix
Ti integral (reset) time of the controller (min)
Td derivative time of the controller (min)
t0 delay time (min)
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Tn time constant of the disturbance (min)
Tol tolerance used in PEM
u(t) input signal
upi(t) input i of the input part of the instrument of 
IV4UP
VN the criterion or loss function
VNPEm the criterion of PEM
V,^ the criterion of ML
Vi set point
Vfl9 the matrix of second derivatives O 2 VH / d d 2 ) of
the loss function 
w(t) process disturbance
x(n) nonfiltered signal; Chapter 4
x(t) output part of the instruments
y(n) filtered signal
y(t) output signal
Yi output signal i
estimated output 
Z(t) instrument for the IV method
Greek letters
a equal to 0.1 derivative filter parameter
£ prediction error
4>[t) data vector
a covariance
a1 largest singular value
an smallest singular value
6 parameter vector [a^ .-a,,., b1...bnto]T
$0 true parameter vector
t the dominant time constant of the process
r the lag in equation 2.1
r± a time constant of the process
tc the desired closed loop time constant
ixi;j relative gain between output i and input j
Abbreviations and Acronyms
AIC Akaike information criterion
AML approximate maximum likelihood
ARMAX autoregressive moving average exogenous model
ARIMA autoregressive integral moving average model
ARX autoregressive exogenous model
BJ Box and Jenkins model
CN condition number
CRA correlation analysis
CVA canonical variate analysis
DMC dynamic matrix control
DMI dynamic matrix identification
FPE final prediction error
IV instrumental variable
IV4 four step IV algorithm
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IV4D four step IV algorithm using D in the instruments
IV4UP four step IV algorithm using upl and up2 in 
instruments
the
LS least squares
MIMO multiple input multiple output
MISO multiple input single output
ML maximum likelihood
MRIV modified refined IV
OE output error model
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative controllers
pe persistently excited
PEM prediction error method
PLS partial least squares
PPI parameter performance index
PRBS pseudorandom binary signal (sequence)
P4 process P4
P6 process P6
P7 process P7
RGA relative gain array
RHS right hand side
RPI run performance index definition in section 4,,3
SD significant digits
SISO single input single output
SIT system identification toolbox
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
std standard deviation
SVD singular value decompositions
TRIV test repeat IV
#Iter actual number of iterations used in PEM
#MIter maximum number of iterations used in PEM
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